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Definitions

T his section defines the words
hospital, person, governmental
unit, licensing agency, and
ambulatory surgical center.

Section 395.01

PART I, CHAPTER 395
Change the number of beds to 6
to put Florida more in line with
national definitions. Include
free-standing emergency clinics
under this statute.

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
Revise definition of hospital to
apply to any facility that provides
the services described. Delete
reference to "one registered nurse
on duty at all times," since may
imply that only one is required
and since this reference is un
necessary in definition.

HRS

File Folder_.

r,produoed by
FLORI0A STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
R.A. GRAY BUILDING
Tallahasse�, Florida 32�99-0?50
Carton�
Serles I

ce © � '1'f

Blue Cross: Eliminate words "10
or more" and add "facilities
for use by nonrelated individuals
requiring diagnosis, treatment,
or care for illness, injury,
deformity, infirmity, abnor
mality, disease, or pregnancy
for less than 24 hours and not
maintaining inpatient facilitie s
but normally admitting patients
for treatment on a day-care
or night-care basis"

Freestanding emergency clinics
do not want to be licensed
since they classify them
selves as equivalent of
physicians' private practices.

JCAH: definition of hospital
should be modified to include
facilities which provide six
inpatient beds, since there
is utility in standardized
definitions and recognized
authority in this country
with respect to a hospital's
statistical data recommends
adoption of this definition.

OTHERS

PART I, CHAPTER 395
Section 395.02

Purpose

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

Combine this section with
Section 395.07 to make law more
uniform. Authorize department
This section defines the pur
pose of the law as providing
to make cost effective rules.
for the development, establish Indicate that the department
ment, and enforcement of
can make rules related to
standards for the safe and
duties and authority conferred
adequate care and treatment
in this part and to protect
of individuals in hospitals
health and safety of the public.
or ambulatory surgical
centers. These standards are
intended to relate to the
construction, maintenance, and
operation of these facilities.

HRS
Add provision for standards for
governing body and organization
of the hospital, responsibility
of hospitals to their patients
and community, staffing require
ments and qualifications, safety,
and sanitation. Otherwise, if
rule-making authority is strictly
construed, rules relating to
these subjects are invalid.

OTHERS

PART I, CHAPTER 395
SECTION 395.03

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

HRS

OTHERS

Licensure

This section requires the
annual licensure of hospitals
and mubulatory surgical
centers

Mandate that hospitals accredited
by JCAH or AOA not be subjected
to inspections for renewal by the
hospital submitting its most
recent survey report to the
licensing agency. Require that
a single office within the
licensing agency license and
inspect facilities and coordinate all annual inspections
of hospitals and ambulatory
surgical centers made by state
agencies for any purpose for
there to be minimum interruption
of hospital services.
Standards adopted by N.F.P.A.
Life safety code should be
used as basis for standards
covering hospital facilities.

See Section 395.09

JCAH: Twenty-six states have
adopted legislation or
regulation permitting
hospitals to use their
accreditation in whole
or part as a vehicle to
obtain their state license
and thereby avoid a
duplicative licensure
inspection.
HCFA Medicare validation
surveys of hospitals
accredited by JCAH show that
the JCAH survey cites
more deficiencies than
the federal certification
survey but that the two
are basically parallel.
HCFA personnel believe
the JCAH and AOA surveys
to be surperior in most
cases to state surveys,
which generally stipulate
minimul standards.
A report from the Committee
on Finance in the U.S. Senate
dated 1980 recommends
reduction of duplicative or
similar hospital inspections
by acceptance of JCAH survey
findings or cooperative
inspection activities with
JCAH, and states that
inspections for state
licensure and JCAH accre
ditation are similar in
nature and scope.

PART I, CHAPTER 395
Section 395.04 Application
for license; disposition of
expenses
This section stipulates a
licensure application form and
fees per bed with a maximum fee
of $200.

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
Change fee for licensure renewal
to $100, since acceptance of
JCAH accreditation will reduce
costs. Allow an inspection fee
of no more than $2 per bed.

HRS
�ither eliminate fees or raise
fees to a level reasonably related
to costs of regulation

OTHERS

PART I, CHAPTER 395
Section 395.045 Minimum
standards for clinical labora
tory test results and diagnos
tic X-ray results
This section requires that
hospitals and ambulatory
surgical centers establish
minimum standards for accept
ance of results of clinical
laboratory tests and X-rays
performed outside the hospital
or ambulatory surgical center.

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
Delete, since it is outdated
and of no practical use. This
statute was adopted at a time
when hospitals were not accept
ing outside laboratory tests
because of lact of standards.
Since then, medicare certifica
tion requirements and the
licensing of independent labor
atories and x-ray machines have
occurred. In addition,
standards such as these should
be in rules rather than
statutes.

HRS

OTHERS

---�---=�� -----·----�=�•

PART I, CHAPTER 395

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

HRS

Section 395.05 Issuance and
renewal of license

Eliminate requirement for annual
report, since there has not
been an annual report filed by
hospitals in several years.

Add a provision that a license
will automatically expire
annually unless renewed.
Clarifies a legal question
under the APA Act regarding the
expiration of a license.

This section is composed of
certain requirements in the
issuance and renewal of
licenses under this section.
Licneses may be issued to
intensive residential treat
ment programs for children
and adolescents which have
received accreditation from
the Joint Commission on
the Accreditation of Hospitals.
In addition, provisional
licenses may be issued to new
hospitals for no more than
one year. Licenses are
renewable annually, are issued
only for the person s or units
named in the application,
and must be posted on the
premises.

OTHERS

PART I, CHAPTER 395
Section 395.06 Denial or
revocation of license
This section authorizes the
licensing agency to deny,
suspend, and revoke licenses
when appropriate.

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
Incorporate this section into
section 395.15

HRS
Add a provision for administrative
fines and moratoriums on non
emergency admissions for violations
of the hospital law or rule. The
current law providing only for
revocation of a license is overly
severe for most situations and
unenforceable.

OTHERS

PART I, CHAPTER 395
Section 395.065 Hospital
disciplinary powers
This section authorizes
medical staff to suspend or
revoke staff privileges for
good cause. Good cause is
specified as, but not limited
to, incompetence, negligence,
habitual use of intoxicants
or drugs resulting in danger
to self or others, and con
viction by the courts of medi
cal malpractice.

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
Under corporate and hospital law
the governing board should have
the ultimate authority and res
ponsibility in directing an
institution. Immunity from
liability should apply also to
the governing board.
F.S. 768.40 grants immunity from
public disclosure to medical
review committees. Since JCAH
requires other committees as
well to review the quality of
care, these committees should
have such immunity also, to be
ablt to improve the quality of
care without fear of lawsuits
challenging the process. Public
hospitals should be exempted from
provisions of CH 119 and CH 286.

HRS

OTHERS
JCAH; Questions whether
this section is consistent
with the authority ordinarit
reserved for hospital
governing bodies.

PART I, CHAPTER 395
Section 395.0653 Use of
hospital and staff
Mandates that hospitals can
not deny staff privileges to
osteopaths, dentists, or
podiatrists solely because
the applicant is licensed in
these areas of practice.
The section also affirms the
authority of the medical
staff to review and approve
all applications for
appointment and delineation
of privileges. Finally, the
section requires that
hospitals set standards and
procedures for use in
considering staff privileges.

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
Each applicant should be
considered pursuant to estab
lished criteria for doctors
licensed under Ch 458,459,461,
and 466. Applications should
be considered by authority of
hospital--not by medical staff.
Work annual should be deleted
since how often process takes
place should be left to the
individual hospital. Courts
across the country have upheld
a hospital's right to require
its medical staff to carry
malpractice insurance. There
fore such a mandate should be
added.

HRS

OTHERS
Fla. Chiropractic Assn:
Chiropractic physicians
should be added to the list
of physicians. Currently,
chiropractic physicians
are now authorized to have
staff privileges in hos
pitals run by HRS and
the Dept. of Corrections.
However, other hospitals
refuse staff privileges
to chiropractors since
they are not included
in this list.
Fla. Osteopathic Assn:
This section fails to
establish any standing
to an applicant who
is detrimentally affected
by hospital by-laws that
violate the act. No
penalties are provided
for and the section fails
to consider the possi
bility of subterfuges by
which applications for
staff privileges are
designed to deny
access to particular
physicians.
FMA: Retain section in
present form

PART I, CHAPTER 395

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

HRS

_ ___ ·-�----·--··--------

OTHERS

..

A physician: Poisonous
substance, should not
be in statute.

Section 395.066 Prohibition
of interference with
prescription of amygdalin
(laetrile)
This section prohibits hospitals
from restricting or forbidding
the use of amygdalin (laetrile)
when prescribed or adminis
tered by a doctor of medicine
or osteopathy and requested by
a patient.

Section 395.067 Prohibition
of interference with
prescription of dimenthyl
sulfoxide
This section prohibits hos
pitals from restricting or
forbidding the use of DMSO
when prescribed or adminis
tered by a doctor of medicine,
a doctor of osteopathy, or
a podiatrist, and requested
by a patient.

Combine this section with Section
395.066 because language is so
similar.

A physician: Poisonous
substance, should not be in
statutes.

PART I, CHAPTER 395
-------·---

·•·�� .
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FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
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Section 395.07
enforcement

Rules and

This section gives the
licensing agency authority
to adopt and enforce rules
for hospitals, ambulatory
surgical centers, and JCAH
accredited intensive resi
dential treatment programs
for children and adolescents.

Delete and make changes
proposed in 395.02

HRS

OTHERS

PART I ,. CHAPTER___l2_5, F. S.
Section 395,08
regulations

Effective date of

This section gives hospitals a
reasonable time, not to exceed 1
year, to comply with promulgation
of rules.

I

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
Add words "ambtlatory surgical cen
ter, or emergency facility" after
hospital. Change word �ulations
to rules.

HRS

OTHERS

PART I,_��APTER 395� F.S.
Section 395.09
Consultations

�nspections and

Provides for inspections and inves
tigations by the licensing agency
as deemed necessary. This section
gives the licensing agency the
authority to prescribe rules for the
alteration, addition, or new dis
approve plans and specifications for
such modifications or new construc
tion within 60 days after receipt of
a plans review fee payment. This fee
is not to exceed one-half of one per
cent of the estimated construction
cost or che actual cost of review,
whichever is less. Finally, the
section specifies that the licensing
agency may delegate to a county or
municipality the authorization to
review and approve such plans and
specifications. In this case, the
fee payment is waived.

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
Should indicate that standards
concerning hospital facilities will
be governed by the most recent life
safety building codes, except as may
be specifically modified by rule.

HRS
Add a provision that HRS may accept in
lieu of its own annual inspection, the
accreditation of a nationally recognized
hospital accrediting organization that
employs standards of operation consistent
with mandated standards and HRS rules,
provided the organization furnishes all
inspection reports directly to HRS. HRS
would retain authority to conduct defi
ciency, complaint, and validation
inspections.

OTHERS

PART I, CHAPTER 395, F.S.
Section 395.105 Hospital rules;
chiropractor access to diagnostic
reports
Mandates that hospitals set standards
and procedures that provide for rea
sonable access by licensed chiro
practors to reports of diagnostic
x-rays and laboratory tests of insti
tutions licensed pursuant to this
chapter.

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
Delete section, as it provides no
new protection in that 395.202 re
Quires that each hospital release
a copy of all patient records to
anyone designated by the patient.

HRS

OTHERS
Florida Chiropratic Association:
This section should remain un
changed.

PART Ir _CHAPf�R 395, F.S.
Section 395,l2

Inspection reports

Requires that for 5 years hospitals
maintain, as public information,
records of all inspection reports
that have been filed with, or issued
by, any governmental agency, u.�less
the reports are deemed confidential
by state or federal law. Finally,
the section requires that hospitals
provide a copy of the last inspection
report to any person who has comple
ted a written application if the
person agrees to pay for copying
costs.

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
Delete last sentence in subsection
(1). Only the last inspection report
need be given upon request to the
public and governmental agencies
keep all reports on file anyway.

HRS

OTHERS

PART I, CHAPTER 395, F.S.

Section 395,13 Annual report of
licensing agency
This section requires the licensing
agency to prepare and publish an
annual report of its activities
and operations under this chapter.

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

Delete. Not the proper forum for
this type of require�ent. As far
as can be deter�ined, no report has
been published for several years.

HRS

OTHERS

PART I, CHAPTER 395, F.S.
Section 395.l5

Penalties

This section specifies that estab
lisr.ment or operation of an un
licensed hospital or ambulatory
surgical center is a misdemeanor.

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
Group 395.15, 395.l6, and 395.06
under one section since all three
deal with legal remedies.

HRS

OTHERS

PART I,_CHAPTE:R 395, F.S.

Section 395,16

In�unction

This section allows the licensing
agency to maintain a state action
against any person or governmental
unit for establishTient or operation
of an u.�licensed cospital or
ambulatory surgical center.

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

See co=ents on section 395.15.

HRS

OTHERS

PART I �riAI>_TER_ 395, F. S.

Section 395.171 Use of term
"hospital" or "ambulatory surgical
center" prohibited
This section declares it unlawful to
advertise a facility to the public
as "oeing a "hospital" or "a.c-nbulatory
surgical center" unless the facility
is licensed.

I FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
Insert "emergency facility"

HRS

OTHERS

PART Ir CHAPTER_395, F. S.
Section 395.176
penalties

Rebates prohibited;

This section prohibits split-fee
arrangements in any form with phy
sicians, surgeons, organizations,
agency, or persons for patients
referred to a hospital or an ambula
tory surgical center. The Department
of h'RS is authorized to assess admin
istrative penalties for such acts.
For entities not licensed by the
department, such penalties may in
clude a fine noc to exceed $1000.

f

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
No c:'lange.

HRS

OTHERS

PART Ir CHAf'_TER_395, F.S.
Section 395.19 Treatment of sexual
assault victims
Authorizes hospitals with emergency
room services to pr ovide appropriate
gynecologica:, psychological, and
medical services to victims of
sexual assault.

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
No change.

HRS

OTHERS

PART I, CHAPTER 395, F.S.
Section 395,20
bill

Itemized patient

This section mandates that hospitals
and nursing homes provide patients
with itemized bills that contain a
clear statement of the specific ser
vices received. The statement must
list drugs by brand or generic name
and specifically identify date, type,
and length of therapy treatment when
such treatment has been administered.
The bills must be issued within 7
days of determination of charges.
The section also forbids physicians,
dentists, hospitals, or nursing homes
from adding to the price charged by
any third party except for a service
representing a cost actually incurred
as an item of expense.

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
Change entire section to re1uiring
hospitals simply to submit an item
ized statement of the specific ser
vices rendered and charges within 7
days following discharge or release
or within 7 days after date at which
loss or expense may be determined.
Rationale is that as insurance pays
for 90% of bills. Also propose use
of same language as 458.323, 459.012,
460.41, and 461.009. The form and
content of an itemized bill has never
been prescribed by HRS because it is
impossible to develop.

OTHERS

HRS
Blue Cross:

Suggests deletion of everything
after the first sentence.
Insert in first sentence after
legal guardian: "or anyone
designated by such person,"

NEW
Florida Chiropractic Association:
Chiropractic physicians should be
allowed to refer patients to hospitals
for outpatient diagnostic procedures
performed by the hospitals.

PART I ! CHAPTER 395, F.S.
Section 395,201 Patient records;
form and content
This section reQuires that hospitals
operated by the Department of HRS
and the Department of Corrections
use a system of problem-oriented
medical records for its patients.
Elements that must be included in
this system are basic client data
collection, a list of the patient's
problems, an initial diagnostic
and therapeutic plan for each
problem and progress notes. The
Department of HRS is mandated to
establish criteria for these systems

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
No change.

HRS

OTHERS

PART Ir CHAPTER 395, F.S.

Section 395.202 Patient records;
copies; examination
This section requires that hospitals
furnish to a patient and/or the
patient's guardian, cc1rators, or
personal representatives, a correct
copy of all of the patient's records
except notes about psychiatric cases
if the person requesting such re
cords agrees to pay for copying
costs.

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

Add language clarifying the confi
dentiality of a patient's medical
record. Add: "The record shall
contain such information that is re
quired for completion of birth,
death, and stillbirth certi:'icates."
This would allow Section 382.31 to
be repealed.

HRS

Provide authority for public health
officials to review hospital patient
records for the purpose of epidemiologica
investigations with appropriate safe
guards against unauthorized release by
these officials of infor:nation that would
identify an individual patient. Avail
ability of this information is often
needed in the public's interest to con
trol the spread of disease.

OTHERS

?lorida Chiropractic Associa
tion:
This section should remain
-inc hanged.
:3lue Cross:
After third hospital: "which
shall be made available only
for insurance benefits
determination,"

PART I, _CHAPTER 395, F. S.

Section 395.21
o:' rules

Effective date

This section gives ambulatory
surgical centers that were in oper
ation at the time of promulgation
of rules a year or less to comply
with the rules.

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

Eliminate and move to section
395.08.

HRS

OTHERS

PART Ir CHAPTER 395, F.S.
Section 395. 22

Ins·rrance coverage

This section requires that insurers
provide coverage for any service
performed in an ambulatory surgical
center i� that service would have
been covered as an eligible in
patient service.

FLORIDA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

Eliminate. If still needed, move
to the insurance chapter.

HRS

OTHERS
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A. Present Situation:

-

Chapter 395, Florida Statutes, is repealed October 1, 1982,
by the Regulatory Sunset Act of 1981, unless reenacted by the
Legislature. Part I of such chapter provides for licensure
and regulation of hospitals and ambulatory surgical centers
(ASC), which are elective surgical facilities where
admission and discharge occur the same day. Part II of the
chapter establishes the Hospital Cost Containment Board.
Hospitals and ASC's in Florida must be licensed by the
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services (HRS), and
they must meet certain standards of construction, maintenance,
operation, and patient care set forth in chapter 395,
Part I, Florida Statutes. Such facilities are inspected
annually to insure compliance with these standards. HRS
alternates annually with a national accrediting body, the
Joint Commission of Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAH), in
inspecting hospitals. Hospitals are required to maintain
as public information all records of inspection reports
of government agencies.
Hospitals and ASCs pay an annual license fee of $1.00 per
bed with a $35 minimum and $200 maximum fee. In addition,
for review of construction plans, such facilities pay a fee
of not more than one-half of one percent of the estimated
construction cost.
Such facilities must have minimum standards for acceptance
of clinical laboratory tests and diagnostic x-rays performed
outside the facility. Moreover, no such facility may interfer
with the use of laetrile or DMSO.
Hospitals are given certain disciplinary powers over
staff members, but are prohibited from denying staff
privileges solely because an applicant for such privileges is
licensed as a physician, osteopathic physician, dentist or
podiatrist.
Rebates and other split-fee arrangements are specifically
prohibited for referal of patients to hospitals or ASCs.
Also, hospitals are required to provide itemized patient bills
and, upon request, provide a patient with copies of all
hospital records regarding such patient. Chiropractors
have access to their patients' x-ray and laboratory test
reports.
HRS may enforce chapter 395, Part I, Florida Statutes,
through licensure suspension or revocation, or through
injunction.

Dat2

March 29, 1982 (Updated)
February 18, 1982 (Revised)

Page

two

SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT
Analyst: Walker
Staff Director: Carnes
Subject: health care; SUNSET

Bill No. And Sponsor:
CS for SB 683 by HRS and
Senator McKnight

Chapter 395, Part II, Florida Statutes, provides for
the Hospital Cost Containment Board, located in the
Department of Insurance. The board analyzes and reviews
hospital budgets, charges and financial data, utilizing
data collected by the board from the hospitals through a
uniform system of financial reporting. The board classifies
hospitals for comparative budget review, and the board
is authorized to conduct public hearings regarding hospital
budgets in the upper 20 percentile of all budgets in each
classification.

l.

The board makes recommendations to the Insurance
Commissioner and the Legislature regarding hospital
financial matters, and the board publishes information
concerning hospital charges in newspapers and informational
pamphlets to the public. Also, the board assists HRS in
reviewing the financial feasibility of certificate of need
applications.
The board is funded exclusively through assessments on
hospitals which may not exceed .04 percent of each hospital's
annual gross operating costs. Any hospital refusing to
comply with chapter 395, Part II, is subject to a fine not
exceeding $1,000 a day.
Chapter 381, Florida Statutes, contains provisions
requiring hospitals and other health care operations to
obtain a certificate of need (CON) for certain projects.
CON applications are reviewed by local health planning
bodies known as Health Systems Agencies, with final
decision-making resting in HRS.

\_j

The present statute requires a CON for all projects
with expenditures of $150,000 for major medical equipment,
for capital expenditures of $150,000 in hospitals or
nursing homes or $50,000 in ASCs, intermediate care
facilities, hospices or freestanding hemodialysis centers,
and for any substantial change in services resulting in
a capital expenditure in any amount or an annual operating
cost of $75,000. Also, all CT-scanners, regardless of
expenditure level are subject to CON review.
Health Systems Agencies (HSA) exist pursuant to federal
law and pursuant to section 681.494, Florida Statutes,
providing local health planning, including local CON review.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
1.

(_�,

HosEital Licensure

Part I of chapter 395, Florida Statutes, is reworded and
reorganized, but substantially continues existing provisions
with certain exceptions.

Date

March 29, 1982 (Updated)
Fei::lryg._r,.;L......UL 1982 (Revised)
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SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT
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Subject: health care; SUNSET

Bill No. And Sponsor:
CS for SB 683 by HRS and
Senator McKnight

Additional definitions provided in this bili include
"general hospital", "specialty hospital", "hospital bed",
"life safety", and "premises".
Annual licensure is changed to biennial licensure and
the number of beds is to be specified on the face of the
license. The department is to grant a license to a facility
with buildings on separate premises upon the request of the
licensee; the department may revoke the portion of the license
related to the facility, building, or service that is out
of compliance.
A new range of fees that cover the cost of the regulation
has been included in this bill, as well as rulemaking authority
related to specific components of public health and safety.

(,

HRS is mandated to accept in lieu of its own periodic
inspections for licensure, the survey or inspection of hospital
accrediting associations unless accreditation is provisional
and provided hospitals authorize that results of accreditation
reports be sent to the department. HRS is authorized to
co�duct inspections as it deems necessary, including life
safety code inspections and sample validation inspections to
evaluate the inspection process of accrediting organizations.
Separate fees are provided for life safety inspections and
licensure survey inspections.
General hospitals, and specialty hospitals with emergency
rooms, are required to provide treatment for any emergency
medical condition that will deteriorate from a failure to
provide such treatment.
The proceedings and records of committees and governing
bodies are exempted from the provisions of Chapter 119
related to public records and from the provisions of
Chapter 286 related to public meetings.
Licensed facilities that require the completion of a
program established by the American Medical Association or the
Liaison Committee on Graduate Medical Education as a
precondition of obtaining staff membership or professional
privileges must also make available staff membership to
physicians who complete any equivalent program of the American
Osteopathic Association. This proposal also specifies
criteria to be used in determining eligibility for staff
privileges. Upon request of an applicant denied staff
privileges, the facility must provide reasons for the denial
in writing.
HRS is authorized to examine patient records for
epidemiological purposes. Patient records are given confi
dential status but may be disclosed to hospital personnel
for use in connection with the treatment.
\_,,

HRS is given fining authority not to exceed $500 per
violation per day for the violation of any provision of this
part. Factors for determining the amount of fine are
indicated. In addition, HRS may declare a immediate
moratorium on elective admissions to any facility or portion
thereof if the facility presents a threat to public health or
safety.
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Licensed facilities are no longer required to provide
itemized patient bills to patients whose care is totally funded
by the state or any of its political subdivisions, or by
medicaid.
References to nursing homes are deleted and moved to
chapter 400, Florida Statutes, which is related to nursing
homes.
Section 382.31, Florida Statutes, related to hospitals and
almshouses is deleted because the law is outdated and because
this bill covers all related issues.
2.

HosEital Cost Containment Board

This act reenacts Part II of chapter 395, Florida Statutes,
to include existing provisions subject to the following
changes.
Hospital Cost Containment Board membership shall include
at least two representatives of the hospital industry. At
least one representative of the hospital industry shall be a
member of the governing body of a major full-service general
hospital. Board members' terms will be staggered.
A legislative intent is added describing the main purposes
of the board to include containing health care costs;
estimating the impact of health care costs on the state budget;
studying the impact of third-party reimbursements on health
care costs; and educating consumers and providers of health
care services in order to encourage price competition in the
health care marketplace.
The board may contract with local health councils to
disseminate information to the public on health care costs.
The board is to provide information to assist the Comprehensive
Health Planning Office in the Department of HRS in the develop
ment of an integrated health care data base. This act elimi
nates the board's authority to assist HRS in CON review.
The board and the Depar�ment of· Insurance are to jointly
develop criteria to analyze and study the effect upon health
care costs of third-party reimbursement mechanisms. The
board is to incorporate into its reports the findings of the
department relating to the effect upon health care costs of
third-party reimbursement mechanisms.

The board is to promulgate rules regarding any financial
and accounting data that is required of all hospitals or of any
group thereof, provided that rules are not required for the
submission of data for a pilot project or when information is
being requested for a single hospital.
Quality assurance plans of hospitals shall be available
to the board upon request.
The board shall review the extent to which a hospital's
revenues exceed its expenses only in conjunction with and as
an element of, a review conducted pursuant to this section
because the hospital is in the upper 20 percent of rates and
charges or other statistical indicators.
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The assessment for new hospitals shall be based on the
hospital's projections for gross operating costs for that
year. Hospitals under new ownership are to pay the initial
assessment based on the hospital's gross operating costs for
the last fiscal year under previous ownership.
The board shall be subject to Sunset review in 1988.
The board is authorized to continue the case-mix pilot
project which was underway as of January 15, 1982. This
authority is not to be construed to allow a statewide
case-mix project without authority from the Legislature.
The Florida Task Force on Competition and Consumer
Choices in Health Care is established. The task force is to
prepare and submit to the Governor, the Speaker of the House,
and the President of the Senate, by March 1, 1984, policy
recommendations for health care, and steps required by the
Legislature and executive branches to implement the
recommendations.
Recommendations are to address the quality, access, and
cost of health care; the current regulation related to health
care; evaluation of the existing third-party reimbursement
system to make changes that will stimulate competition;
preventive care; voluntary health coalitions; evaluation of
changes in federal, state, and local statutory mechanisms
relating to the health care delivery system in order to
recommend state responses; and a data base for effective
decisions in the future.
The task force is composed of 17 members, 15 of whom are
appointed by the Governor.
3.

Certificate of Need (CON) and Local Health Planning

Regarding chapter 381, Florida Statutes, relating to CON
and local health planning, this act raises expenditure
thresholds for CON review to conform to recent amendments to
federal health planning legislation.
(PL 93-641 and 96-79)
as follows:
a. Any capital expenditure of $600,000 or greater by a
hospital, nursing home, intermediate care facility, hospice,
ASC, or freestanding hemodialysis center.
b. Any capital expenditure of $400,000 or greater for
the purchase of major medical equipment.
c. Review of CT-scanners only if the expenditure is
$400,000 or greater.
d. Any substantial change resulting in an annual
operating cost of $250,000 or resulting in a capital
expenditure in any amount.
The act provides for the elimination of HSAs and the
creation and funding of local health councils which serve
respectively the counties of a service district of HRS. The
council members are appointed by the county commissions havinn
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jurisdiction in the district. In addition, a statewide
health council is created, the membership of which consists
of the eleven chairmen of the local health councils, two
members appointed by the President of the Senate, two members
appointed by the Speaker of the House, and two members
appointed by the Governor.
Functions are provided for the local health councils,
while the functions of the HSAs are deleted. The act
provides for the submittal to HRS of local health plans.
HRS is required to make its CON determinations in the context
of the local health plan as well as statutorily mandated
criteria. However, the statutory requirement of local
review and local hearing of CON applications is deleted, and
HRS' 90-day review period is reduced to 45 days.
Funding of the local health councils' functions related
to CON are provided for through an assessment of fees on CON
applications. HRS collects the fees and contracts with the
local health councils. The contract funds are distributed
according to an allocation plan developed by HRS that provides
for a minimum and equal funding base for each local health
council.
The act also provides a Sunset provision repealing the
functions of the local health councils on October 1, 1985.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:

This bill creates a shift in funding hospital and
ASC regulation from general revenue to fees from the hospitals
and ASCs. The fees paid by hospitals and ASCs to fund such
regulation could be passed on to patients, as could CON fees.

'··

Elimination of local review and local hearing of CON
applications could result in an increase in approved CON
applications with a resulting increase in expenditures by
health care facilities, which could in turn increase charges
to patients to cover such expenditures.
Continuing the functions of the Hospital Cost Containment
Board offers potential savings to the public through greater
public awareness and voluntary hospital rate revisions
resulting from the board's review. The two-year Task Force on
Competition created by this act will require $150,000 per year
from the Hospital Cost Containment Trust Fund.
B.

Government:

No general revenue would be required to fund regulation,
CON review or local health planning. This would present a
savings in government spending in the area of hospital
licensure and regulation which would become funded by the
hospitals.
III.

COMMENTS:
None.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
None.
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I.

SUMMARY

A.

Pre�ent Situation
i
The intent of Part I, Chapter 395, Florida Statutes, is
to provide �or the development, establishment, and enforcement of
standards fbr the safe and adequate care and treatment of individuals
in hospital� or ambulatory surgical centers. These standards are
intended tol relate to the construction, maintenance, and operation
of hospitalt and ambulatory surgical centers. The Department of
Health and �ehabilitative Services (!IRS) administers Part I,
Chapter 395,1 Florida Statutes.

sbction 395.03, F.S., requires the annual licensure of
hospitals af]d ambulatory surgical centers and section 395.04, F.S.,
stipulates� licensure application form and fees per bed with a
maximum fee of $200.
l

S ction 395.045, F.S., requires that hospitals and ambulatory
surgical c� ters establish minimum st�ndards for acceptance of results
of clinical �laboratory tests and x-rays performed outside the hospital
or ambulate y surgical center.

S�ction 395.05 is composed of certain requirements in the
issuance an6 renewal of licenses under this section. Licenses may
be issued tb intensive residential treatment programs for children
and adolescbnts which have received accreditation from the Joint
Commission bn the Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAH). In addition,
provisional! licenses may be issued to new hospitals for no more than
one year. Licenses are renewable annually, are issued only for the
person or uhits in the application, and must be posted on the premises.
I

skction 395.06 authorizes the licensing agency to deny,
suspend, and revoke licenses when appropriate.

S�ction 395.065 authorizes the medical staff of any hospital
licensed pursuant to this chapter to suspend or revoke the staff
privileges of any staff member for good cause. Good cause is specified
as, but not limited to, incompetence, negligence, hohitual use of
intoxicants or drugs resulting in danger to self or others and conviction
by the courls for medical malpractice.
Section 395.0653 mandates that hospitals cannot deny staff
privileges to osteopaths, dentists, or podiatrists solely because the
applicant is licensed in these aieas of practice. The section also
states that nothing therein shall restrict in any way the authority
of the medical staff to review for approval all applications for
appointment and delineation of privileges.
Finally, the section
requires that hospitals set standards and procedures for use in
the consideration of staff membership and professional privileges.

Section 395.066 prohibits hospitals from restricting or
forbidding the use of amygdalin (laetrile) when prescribed or
administered by a doctor of medicine or a doctor of osteopathy and
requested by a patient.
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S�ction 395.067 prohibits hospitals from r e stricting or
forbiddin� the use of dimenthyl sulfoxide (DMSO) when prescribed
or adminibtered by a doctor of medicine, a doctor of oste opathy,
or a podi�trist and requested by a pati e nt.

Section 395.07 gives the licensing agency authority to
adopt and e nforc e rules for hospitals, ambulatory surgical centers,
and JCAH accredited intensive residential treatment programs for
children �nd adolescents.
I

J

sbction 395.09 provides for inspe ctions and inv estigations
by th e licensing agency as de e m e d necessary. This section gives
� the licensing age�cy th e authority to prescrib e rules for th e
alteration, addition, or new construction of facilities. The
licensing agency must approve or disapprove plans and specifications
for such modifications or new construction within 60 days after
receipt of a plans review fee payment. This f e e is not to exce e d
one-half of one percent of the estimated construction cost or the
actual cost of review, whichever is J e ss. Finally, th e section
specifies that th e licensing agency may d e l e gate to a county or
municipality the authorization to review and approve such plans
and specifications. In this cas e , the fee payment is waived.

l

Section 395.105 mandates that hospitals set standards and
procedures that provide for reasonable access by licensed chiro
practors to reports of diagnostic x-rays and laboratory tests of
institutions licensed pursuant to this chapt e r.

Section 395.12 requires that for 5 years hospitals maintain,
as public information, records of all inspection reports that have
been filed with, or issued by, any governm e ntal agency, unless th e
reports are deemed confidential by state or federal Jaw. Finally,
the section requires that hospitals provide a copy of the last
inspection report to any person who has completed a written appli
cation if the person agrees to pay for copying costs.
Section 395.13 requires the licensing agency to prepare
and publi�h an annual report of its activities and operations under
this chapter.

slction 395.15 specifies that establishment or op e ration
of an unllc e nsed hospital or ambulatory surgical cente r is a
misdemeanbr.

siction 395.16 allows the licensing agency to maintain
a state a8tion against any person or governmental unit for establish
ment or o�eration of an unlicensed hospital or ambulatory surgical
center. I
S�ction 395.171 d eclar e s it unlawful to adv e rtise a facility
to the pulblic as being a "hospital" or "ambulatory surgical center"
unless th� facility is licensed.

S l ction 395.176 prohibits split-fee arrangements in any form
with physfcians, surgeons, organizations, agency, or p e rsons for
patients }eferred to a hospital or an ambulatory surgical center.
The Department of HRS is authoriz e d to assess administrative p e nalties
For entities not licensed by the department, such
for such acts.
penaltieslmay include A fine not to e xceed $1000.
S�ction 395.19 authorizes hospitals with emerge ncy room
services to provide app1·opriate gynecological, psychological,
and medic11 services to victims of sexual assault.

slction 395.20 mandates that hospitals and nursing homes
provide p}tien ts with itemized bills that contain a clear state ment
. services received. The statement must list drugs
of the sprcific
by brand ?r generic name and specifically identify date, type, and
length ofltherapy treatment when such treatment has been adminis
tered. T�c bills must be issued within 7 days of determination of
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charges. The section also forbids physicians, dentists, hospitals,
or nursin� homes from adding to the price charged by any third
party e�cept for a service representing a cost actually incurred
as an ite� of expense.

sbction 395.201 requires that hospitals operated by the
Department of HRS and the Department of Corrections use a system
of proble�-oriented medical records for its patients. Elements
that musti be included in this system are basic client data
collection, a list of the patient's problems, an initial diagnostic
and thera�eutic plan for each problem and progress notes. The
Department of HRS is mandated to establish criteria for these
systems.• !
S�ction 395.202 requires that hospitals furnish to a
patient a�d/or the patient's guardian, curators, or personal rep
resentatiyes, a correct copy of all of the patient's records,
except notes about psychiatric cases, if the person requesting
such recolds agrees to pay for copying costs.
I

Siction 395.21 gives ambulatory surgical centers that
were in o eration at the time of promulgation of rules a year or
less to c mply with the rules.

s!ction 395.22 requires that insurers provide coverage
for any s�rvice performed in an ambulatory surgical center if
that serv!ce would have been covered as an eligible inpatient
service.
B.

Effect of Proposed Chanqe�

uAder this propo�al, Part I of the chapter is substantially
reworded �nd reorganized in order to present the regulation more
cohesively.

Additional definitions provided in this proposal include
general hospital, specialty hospital, hospital bed, life safety '
and premises.

Annual licensure has been changed to biennial Ji.censure
and the number of beds is to be specified on the face of the license.
The department is to grant a license to a facility with buildings on
separate premises upon the request of the licensee; the department
may revoke the portion of the license related to the facility,
building, or service that was out of compliance.
A new range of fees that cover the cost of the regulation
has been included in this proposal, as well as rulemaking authority
related to specific components of public health and safety.

The department is mandated to accept in lieu of its own
periodic inspections for licensure the survey or inspection of
hospital accrediting associations unless accreditation is provisional
and provided hospitals authorize that results of accreditation
The department is authorized
reports be sent to the department.
to conduct inspections as it deems necessary, including life
safety code inspections and sample validation inspections to evaluate
the inspection process of accrediting organizations. Separate fees
are provided for life safety inspections and licensure survey
inspections.
General hospitals, and specialty hospitals with emergency
rooms, are required to provide treatment for any emergency medical
condition lthat will deteriorate from a failure to provide such
treatment.I

TJe proceedi�gs and records of committees and governing
bodies re�ated to improving quality of care are exempted from discovery
or introddction into evidence in civil actions and are exempted from
the provisions of Chapter 119 related to public records.
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Licensed facilities that require the completion of a
·program established by the American Medical Association or the
Liaison Committee on Graduate Medical Education as a precondition
of obtain�ng staff membership or professional privileges must
also make 1 available staff membership to physicians who completed
any equivalent program of the American Osteopathic Association.
This proposal also specifies criteria to be used in determining
eligibility for staff privileges. Upon request of an applicant
denied st�ff privileges, the facility must provide reasons for
the deniai in writing.
This proposal also specifies that applicants for a
certificate of need do not need to establish proof of discrim
ination in the granting or denying of staff privileges as a
precondition to obtaini.ng such certificates of need under the
provisions of section 381.494, F.S.
Licensed facilities cannot be held vicariously liable
for nonsalaried practitioners granted clinical privileges.

The department is authorized to examine patient records
for epide�iological purposes.
Patient records are given confi
dential s�atus but may be disclosed to hospital personnel for use
in connec�ion with the treatment.

The department is given fining authority �ot to exceed
$500 per �iolation per day for the violation of any provision of
this partL Factors for determining the amount of fine are indi
cated.
Ih addit ion, the departm,c>nt may dee] are an immediate
moratoriu� on elective admissions to any facility or portion
thereof i� the facility presents a threat to public health or
safety.
'

i
L censed facilities are no longer required to provide
itemized atient bills to patients whose care is totally funded
by the state or any of its polit1cal subdiv1sions, or by
rnedicaid.
'

1

Rbferences to nursing homes are deleted and moved to
Chapter 460, F.S., which is related to nursing homes.

Flnally, section 382.31, F.S., related to hospitals and
almshousek is de]eted because the law is outdated and because
this propbsal covers all related issues.
II.

ECONlMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE

A.

tiscal Impact on State Aqencies/State Funds

i.

2.

Nonrecurrin3 (start-up) effects - This proposal
requires less regulation than the current
statutory scheme, since licensure is biennial
and since accreditation by indjcated organizations
is accepted in lieu of state licensure survey.
As a result, no costs to the department have been
increased.

Recurring effects - The Office of Licensure and
Certification, which implements the regulation,
has spent roughly $610,101 annually on licensure
and inspections of hospitals and ambulatory
surgical centers. The office has spent roughly
$195,000 on review of plans and specifications,
excluding contractual services.
Contractual services
Because
in FY 1980-81 amounted to roughly to $154,000.
the department had already implemented acceptance of
accrediting organizations in lieu of inspection for
that year, these costs are estimated to remain about the
same.
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B.

Fiscal Impact on Hospitals and _Ambulatory S_u1::3ical
�enters

�hile the estimated cost of licensure and inspection is
over $600\, 000, each year, roughly $40,000 is received from
hospitals in the form of fees currently mandated. If the fee
schedule. 1,is revised to cover the cost of the regu] ation, fees
should be l substantially increased.
I

�he department estimates that a range of $9.50 to $15.00
per bed, �ith a minimum total cost of $475, should adequately
cover thel cost of biennial licensure, with the range covering
a five-ye�r period that assumes an average annual inflation rate
of 10 percent.
Inspection fees must also be increased if they are to fully
cover the: cost of regulation. The department estimates that fees
must be ihcreased to a range of $8.00 to $12.00 per hospital bed,
with a mipimum fee of $400, to completely cover the cost of an
inspection. The range provides for a five-year period that assumes
an average annual inflation rate of 10 percent.
Fees for life safety code inspections are recommended to
be a range of $.75 to $1.50 per bed, with a minimum total fee of
$40, in aider to cover the estimated costs.

III.

COMMEN'I'S

It should be noted that this proposal relates only to Part
I of Chapter 395, Florida Statutes. For Part II of Chapter 395,
Florida Statutes, to be reenacted, a separate bill is needed.
IV.

AMENDMENTS
None.
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CS/HB 931 relates to Chapter 395, Part I, F.S., regarding Hospital
Licensure, Chapter 395, Part II, F.S., regarding the Hospital Cost Contain
ment Board; and Chapter 381, F.S., regarding health planning agencies.

Originally, the Hospital Cost Containment Board was addressed in
HB 211; Hospital Licensure was addressed in HB 931; and Health Planning
was addressed in HB 1110. Eventually, the bills were merged. The follow
ing report first discusses the present situation, proposed changes, and·
economic impact for Hospital Licensure, then for the Hospital Cost
Containment Board, and finally for Health Planning.
I.

HOSPITAL LICENSURE

SUMMARY:

A.

Present Situation

Tpe intent of Part I, Chapter 395, Florida Statutes, is
to provide for the development, establishment, and enforcement of
standards fbr the safe and adequate care and treatment of individuals
in hospitals or ambulatory surgical centers. These standards are
intended toj relate to the construction, maintenance, and operation
of hospit�ls and ambulatory surgical centers. The Department of
Health and �ehabilitative Services (HRS) administers Part I,
Chapter 3�5� Florida Statutes.
:s�ction 395.03, F.S., requires the annual licensure of
hospitals apd ambulatory surgical centers and section 395.04, F.S.,
�tipulates � licensure application form and fees per bed with a
maximum feel of $200.

sbction 395.045, F.S., requires that hospitals and ambulatory
surgical de�ters establish minimum standards for acceptance of results
of clinicil:l i laboratory tests and x-rays performed outside the hospital
or ambulatofy surgical center.
lsbction 395.05 is composed of certain requirements in the
issuance �nh renewal of licenses under this section. Licenses may
be issued ,tb intei1Sive residential treatment programs for children
and adolescbnts which have received accreditation from the Joint
Commission 6n the Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAH). In addition,
provisional1 licenses may be issued to new hospitals for no more than
one year. Licenses are renewable annually, are issued only for the
person or uhits in the application, and must be posted on the premises.
I

ls�ction 395.06 authorizes the licensing agency to deny,
suspend, an� revoke licenses when appropriate.

�sbction 395.065 authorizes the medical staff of any hospital
licensed putsuant to this chapter to suspend or revoke the staff
privileges bf any staff member for good cause. Good cause is specified
as, but not! limited to, incompetence, negligence, habitual use of
intoxicants! or drugs resulting in danger to self or others and conviction
by the cour�s for medical malpractice.

S�ction 395.0653 mandates that hospitals cannot deny staff
privileges �o osteopaths, dentists, or podiatrists solely because the
applicant ij' licensed in these areas of practice. The section also
states th� t nothing therein shall restrict in any way the authority
Lal staff to review for approval all applications for
_ r
of the medi
appointment 1 and delineation of privileges. Finally, the section
requires th�t hospitals set standards and procedures for use in
the conside�ation of staff membership and professional privileges.

S�ction 395.066 prohibits hospitals from restricting or
forbidding the use of amygdalin (laetrile) when prescribed or
administered by a doctor of medicine or a doctor of osteopathy and
requested by a patient.
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sbction 395.067 prohibits hospitals from restricting or
forbidding the use of dimenthyl sulfoxide (DMSO) when prescribed
or administered by a doctor of medicine, a doctor of osteopathy,
or a podi�trist and requested by a patient.

S�ction 395.07 gives the licensing agency authority to
adopt and enforce rules for hospitals, ambulatory surgical centers,
and JCAH accredited intensive residential treatment programs for
children hnd adolescents.
i

sbction 395.09 provides for inspections and investigations
by the li�ensing agency as deemed necessary. This section gives
the licen�ing agency the authority to prescribe rules for the
alteratioh, addition, or new construction of facilities. The
licensing! agency must approve or disapprove plans and specifications
for such modifications or new construction within 60 days after
receipt of a plans review fee payment. This fee is not to exceed
one-half bf one percent of the estimated construction cost or the
actual cobt of review, whichever is less. Finally, the section
specifies! that the licensing agency may delegate to a county or
municipality the authorization to review and approve such plans
and specifications. In this case, the fee payment is waived.

Section 395.105 mandates that hospitals set standards and
procedures that provide for reasonable access by licensed chiro
practors to reports of diagnostic x-rays and laboratory tests of
institutions licensed pursuant to this chapter.

Section 395.12 requires that for 5 years hospitals maintain,
as public information, records of all inspection reports that have
been filed with, or issued by, any governmental agency, unless the
reports are deemed confidential by state or federal law. Finally,
the section requires that hospitals provide a copy of the last
inspection report to any person who has completed a written appli
cation if the person agrees to pay for copying costs.

Section 395.13 requires the licensing agency to prepare
and publish an annual report of its activities and operations under
this chapter.

Section 395.15 specifies that establishment or operation
of an unlicensed hospital or ambulatory surgical center is a
misdemeanor.

Section 395.16 allows the licensing agency to maintain
a state action against any person or governmental unit for establish
ment or operation of an unlicensed hospital or ambulatory surgical
center.
S�ction 395.171 declares it unlawful to advertise a facility
to the public as being a "hospital" or "ambulatory surgical center"
unless the: facility is licensed.

Section 395.176 prohibits split-fee arrangements in any form
with phys�cians, surgeons, organizations, agency, or persons for
patients. referred to a hospital or an ambulatory surgical center.
The Depa�lment of HRS is authorized to assess administrative penalties
for such acts. For entities not licensed by the department, such
penalties,may include a fine not to exceed $1000.
S�ction 395.19 authorizes hospitals with emergency room
services to provide appropriate gynecological, psychological,
and medic11 services to victims of sexual assault.

skction 395.20 mandates that hospitals and nursing homes
provide patients with itemized bills that contain a clear statement
of the spfcific services received. The statement must list drugs
by brand. or generic name and specifically identify date, type, and
length of:therapy treatment when such treatment has been adminis
tered. The bills must be issued within 7 days of determination of
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charges. jThe section also forbids physicians, dentists, hospitals,
or nursing homes from adding to the price charged by any third
party except for a service representing a cost actually incurred
as an item of expense.

S�ction 395.201 requires that hospitals operated by the
Department of HRS and the Department of Corrections use a system
of problem-oriented medical records for its patients. Elements
that mustlbe included in this system are basic client data
collection, a list of the patient's problems, an initial diagnostic
and therapeutic plan for each problem and progress notes. The
Department of HRS is mandated to establish criteria for these
systems.

Section 395.202 requires that hospitals furnish to a
patient and/or the patient's guardian, curators, or personal rep
resentatives, a correct copy of all of the patient's records,
except notes about psychiatric cases, if the person requesting
such records agrees to pay for copying costs.
I

I

srction 395.21 gives ambulatory surgical centers that
were in operation at the time of promulgation of rules a year or
less to comply with the rules.

siction 395.22 requires that insurers provide coverage
for any s�rvice performed in an ambulatory surgical center if
that service would have been covered as an eligible inpatient
service.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes
I

U�der this propo�al, Part I of the chapter is substantially
reworded' �nd reorganized in order to present the regulation more
cohesively.

Additional definitions provided in this proposal include
general �ospital, specialty hospital, hospital bed, life safety,
and premises.

, I

.

Annual licensure has been changed to biennial licensure
and the ntimber of beds is to be specified on the face of the license.
The department is to grant a license to a facility with buildings on
separate premises upon the request of the licensee; the department
may r�voke the po7tion of the license related to the facility,
building, or service that was out of compliance.
Ainew range of fees that cover the cost of the regulation
has been included in this proposal, as well as rulemaking authority
related to specific components of public health and safety.

The department is mandated to accept in lieu of its own
periodic inspections for licensure the survey or inspection of
hospital accrediting associations unless accreditation is provisional
and provided hospitals authorize that results of accreditation
reports be sent to the department. The department is authorized
to conduct inspections as it deems necessary, including life
safety code inspections and sample validation inspections to evaluate
the inspection process of accrediting organizations. Separate fees
are provided for life safety inspections and licensure survey
inspections.
General hospitals, and specialty hospitals with emergency
rooms, are required to provide treatment for any emergency medical
condition l that will deteriorate from a failure to provide such
treatment.

The proceedings and records of committees and governing
bodies shall not be subject to inspection under the provisions of
Chapter 119.

Pa.9.e Four

I'

I

iL�censed facilities that require the completion of a
program established by the American Medical Association or the
Liaison . Cbmmittee on Graduate Medical Education as a precondition
of obtaining staff membership or professional privileges must
also ma�ei available staff membership to physicians who completed
any equ{vhlent program of the American Osteopathic Association.
This pr� pbsal also specifies criteria to be used in determining
eligibility for staff privileges. Upon request of an applicant
denied stkff privileges, the facility must provide reasons for
1
the denial
in writing.
This proposal also specifies that applicants for a
certifida�e of need do not need to establish proof of discrim
ination lip the granting or denying of staff privileges as a
precondit�on to obtaining such certificates of need under the
provisi�n� of section 381.494, F.S.

The department is authorized to examine patient records
for epide�iological purposes. Patient records are given confi
dential �tatus but may be disclosed to hospital personnel for use
in connection with the treatment.
I

The department is given fining authority not to exceed
$500 per violation per day for the violation of any provision of
this part\. Factors for determining the amount of fine are indi
cated. jip addition, the department may declare an immediate
moratori.uin on elective admissions to any facility or portion
thereof .if the facility presents a threat to public health or
safety.
I
I

Ljcensed facilities are no longer required to provide
itemized. fatient bills to patients whose care is totally funded
by the st�te or any of its political subdivisions, or by
medicaid.
l
References to nursing homes are deleted and moved to
Chapter 400, F.S., which is related to nursing homes.

F�nally, section 382.31, F.S., related to hospitals and
almshouse is deleted because the law is outdated and because
this prop sal covers all related issues.
II.

ECONlMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE

A.: fiscal Impact on State Agencies/State Funds

Nonrecurring (start-up) effects - This proposal
requires less regulation than the current
statutory scheme, since licensure is biennial
and since accreditation by indicated organizations
is accepted in lieu of state licensure survey.
As a result, no costs to the department have been
increased.

Recurring effects - The Office of Licensure and
Certification, which implements the regulation,
has spent roughly $610,101 annually on licensure
and inspections of hospitals and ambulatory
surgical centers. The office has spent roughly
$195,000 on review of plans and specifications,
excluding contractual services. Contractual services
in FY 1980-81 amounted to roughly
$154,000. Because
the department had already implemented acceptance of
accrediting organizations in lieu of inspection for
that year, these costs are estimated to remain about the
same.

Paqe Five
B.

fiscal Impact on Hospitals and Ambulatory Surgical
£enters

hile the estimated cost of licensure and inspection is
over $600 000, each year, roughly $40,000 is received from
hospitals fin the form of fees currently mandated. If the fee
schedule ·s revised to cover the cost of the regulation, fees
should be substantially increased.

per bed,
cover the
a five-ye
of 10 per

he department estimates that a range of $9.50 to $15.00
ith a minimum total cost of $475, should adequately
cost of biennial licensure, with the range covering
r period that assumes an average annual inflation rate
ent.

ns ection fees must also be increased if they are to fully
cover the cost of regulation. The department estimates that fees
must be i creased to a range of $8.00 to $12.00 per hospital bed,
with a mirimum fee of $400, to completely cover the cost of an
inspectio . The range provides for a five-year period that assumes
an averagf annual inflation rate of 10 percent.
fees for life safety code inspections are recommended to
be a rangf of $.75 to $1.50 per bed, with a minimum total fee of
$40, in order to cover the estimated costs.
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I.

SUMMARY:

A.

I

HOSPITAL COST CONTAINMENT BOARD

Present Situation

ChapJer 395, Part II, F.S., creates the Hospital Cost Containment
Board, whichlis
located in the Department of Insurance.
I
The Board is composed of nine members:
0

0

1hree maJor health care purchasers including at least two
nepresentatives of the health insurance industry
I

•

•

.

Jhree health care providers including at least two hospital
Jdministrators

Three consumers including at least one representative of
ihe elderly
The nsurance Commissioner, the President of the Senate, and the
Speaker of t e House of Representatives each appoint one person . from each
.
category. M �mbers have four-year terms and are entitled to travel
and
per diem. T e Insurance Commissioner is authorized to employ necessary
full-time st ff.
1
The �oard is mandated to:
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Require hospitals to submit financial and accounting data
1
ecessary to conduct budget reviews
�

tudy the financial feasibility of applications for
ertificates of need

Specify a uniform system of financial reporting based on
1 uniform chart of accounts
G1assify hospitals according to given characteristics

1nalyze and study hospital health care costs

qisseminate to the public an in-depth study comparing the
nates and charges of all hospitals
�
repa�e a biennial budget for the operation of the cost
dontainment program
Jeport to the Governor and Legislature annually regarding
dctivities of the preceding year

The Joard is authorized to:
0

0

0

0

Jake rules, hold public hearings, conduct investigations,
dnd subpoena witnesses in connection with the rules
]nitiate reviews of investigations of hospital budgets,
tates, and charges, and establish statistical indicators
tlo measure hospitals' efficiency
I

Jeview any hospital's projected annual revenues and the
rtates used to generate those revenues

Jeview the budget of any hospital at a public hearing if
the hospital's rates are in the upper 20 percent of hospitals
fn its group
I

Pa_g:e:seven
0

Publish any findings (findings of hearings must be
published in the newspaper of largest general circu
lation in the particular county)

° Fine hospitals if they do not provide information
required in this part

H0spitals are mandated to:

Submit reports to the Board based on the system promul
gated by the Board

Maintain a specified quality assurance program

E�penses of the program are financed by assessments against
hospitalsf specifically for no more than .04 percent of each hospital's
gross opefating costs.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes

Board membership would include at least two representatives of
the hospiyal industry. At least one representative of the hospital
industry would be a member of the governing body of a major full
service general hospital.

A 1Jgislative intent is added describing the main purposes of
the Boardlto include containing health care costs; estimating the
impact of l health care costs on the state budget; studying the �mpact
of third-party reimbursements on health care costs; and educating
consurners,and providers of health care services in order to encourage
price competition
in the health care marketplace.
I
Boa*d members' terms would be staggered.
I

The!board may contract with local health councils to disseminate
informati6n to the public on health care costs. The board is to pro
vide info�mation to assist the Comprehensive Health Planning Office
in the De�artment of Health and Rehabilitative Services (HRS) in the
developme 1 t of an integrated health care data base.

The�board and the Department of HRS are to jointly develop
criteria o analyze and study the effect upon health care costs of
third-par y reimbursement mechanisms. The board is to incorporate
into its �eports the findings of the department relating to the effect
upon heal h care costs of third-party reimbursement mechanisms.
TheJboard is to promulgate rules regarding any financial
and accou ting data that is required of all hospitals or of any
group the eof, provided that rules are not required for the sub
mission o� data for a pilot project or when information is being
requested lfor a single hospital.

Qua�ity assurance plans of hospitals would be available to
the Board lupon request.

The Board would review the extent to which a hospital's
revenues xceed its expenses only in conjunction with and as an
element oi , a review conducted pursuant to this section because
the hospi al is in the upper 20 percent of rates and charges or
other sta istical indicators.

The assessment for new hospitals would be based on the
hospital' projections for gr0ss operating costs for that year.
Hospitals�under new ownership are to pay the initial assessment based
on the ho pital's gross operating costs for the last fiscal year
under pre�ious ownership.

gage Eig1!t

Thel Board would be subject to sunset review in 1988.

The Board is
which was�underway
to be cdn trued to
authority from the

authorized to continue the case-mix pilot project
as of January 15, 1982. This authority is not
allow a statewide case-mix project without
Legislature.

The Florida Task Force on Competition and Consumer Choices
in Health Care is established. The task force is to prepare and
submit totthe Governor, the Speaker of the House, and the President
of the Se ate, by March 1, 1984, policy recommendations for health
care, and steps required by the Legislature and executive branches
to implem nt the recommendations.

Replmmendations are to address the quality, access, and cost
of healthfcare; the current regulation related to health care;
evaluatio of the existing third-party reimbursement system to
make chan es that will stimulate competition; preventive care;
voluntaryIhealth coalitions; evaluation of changes in federal,
state, an local statutory mechanisms relating to the health care
delivery ystem in order to recommend state responses; and a
data base for effective decisions in the future.
l
The task force is composed of 17 members, 15 of whom are
appointed by the Governor.
II.

ECONOMiq IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE

A.

Fisqal Impact on State Agencies/State Funds
1.

Nonrecurring (start-up) effects - None

2.' j Recurring effects - Total expenditures and encumbrances of the
Board in 197 -80 were $331,897.85. In 1980-81, expenditures and encum
brances were $745,373.09. The total approved operating budget for 1981-82
is $892,611.
In 1979-80, excess of revenue over expenditures and encum
brances was �404,374.71. In 1980-81, excess of revenue over expenditures
was $187,071.144.
At the Board's October 9, 1981 meeting, the Board voted to
forego the O tober - December, 1981 hospital assessments, since the
Board's curr� nt revenues, level of spending, and available operating
reserves wer adequate without that quarter's assessments.
B.

Fis9al Impact on Hospitals

nues collected for the Board are pursuant to the funding
provisions i section 395.512, F.S., which states that expenses of the
program are o be financed by assessments against hospitals in an amount
�
to be determ'ned
biennially by the Board, not to exceed .04 percent of
each hospita 's gross operating costs.

AsJ ssm�nts in 1979-80 were $2,876 on the average per facility.
Total assess� ents for 1980 were $724,737. For 1980-81, assessments
were $870,640, with an average of $3,598 per facility.
C.

Fisdal Impact of Task Force

costs for task force operation, with at least
two staff,I are $150,000 per year, to be appropriated from surplus
funds in tjhe Hospital Cost Containment Trust Fund.
III.
IV.

co._1____ _

- None

- None

l?a�ne
I.

SUtj™ARY:

HEALTH PLANNING

A. I Present Situation

The "Health Planning and Resources Development Act of 1974"
(Public Law 93-641) designates health systems agencies (HSAs)
aslthe organizational units responsible for improved health care
plJnning at the local level. The functions of the HSAs are
spJcified in s. 381.494, Florida Statutes. The primary function
o�Jthe HSAs is the review of Certificate of Need (CON) applicati ns.
l
I Florida's nine HSAs are primarily supported through federal
fuqds. Due to funding reductions in Federal Fiscal Year 1981,
th HSAs have experienced significant reductions in their
ab'lity
to carry out mandated functions. The Reconciliation Act
re� ulted in a funding reduction of at least one-third in Federal
Fi cal Years 1982 and 1983. Furthermore, the President's
futiding request would effectively eliminate federal funding of
HSAs.
B · I Proposed Changes

The Act provides for the creation and funding of local health
co ncils which serve respectively the counties of a service
district of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services.
The
.� council members are appointed by the county commissions
ha ing jurisdiction in the district. In addition, a statewide
health council is created, the membership of which consists of
the eleven chairmen of the local health councils, two members
inted by the President of the Senate, two members appointed
he Speaker of the House, and two members appointed by the
rnor.
Functions are provided for the local health councils, while
functions of the HSAs are deleted. The new functions
asize the advocacy of preventive health care, health care
containment, and local health planning.

Furthermore, the bill provides for the submittal to the
rtment of local health plans. The department is required
ake its CON determinations in the context of the local health
as well as statutorily mandated criteria. Thereby, the bill
con inues local participation and input into the CON decisionmak'ng process through the local plan, but eliminates the
sta. tutory requirement of local review of CON applications. The
dep rtment's authority to make determinations is not changed.
How ver, the department's 90-day review period is reduced to 45
day
Funding of the local health council's functions related to
CON are provided for through an assessment of fees on CON appli
The department collects the fees and contracts with
cat·ons.
!
the local health councils. The contract funds are distributed
ace rding to an allocation plan developed by the department that
provides for a minimum and equal funding base for each local
health council.

II.

\The act also provides a Sunset provision repealing the
funftions of the local health councils on October 1, 1985.
FIS�AL IMPACT

The potential cost savings to tme consumer derived from
redtcing the 90-day review period to 45 days is estimated at
$26 9 million per year based on 1981. CON experience. This
est mate is based on the assumption,that each month's delay of
a Ct N application which is approved 'results in an increase in
pro ect costs of about l½ percent pi r month. Calculation of
potential savings is presented as f llows:

P,qe Teri
roved No. of
struction
ects
411

Proposed Capital
Expenditures for
Aeeroved Projects
$1,193,705,943

Estimated %
Increase in
Project Cost
Due to 45-Day
Delay
2.25%

Estimated
Annual
Cost
Savings

$26,858,384

The assessment of fees on CON applications is estimated to
erate $1.37 million per year, based on 1981 CON application
erience. In comparison, the funding needs of HSAs in the
ing fiscal year are $3.9 million.

III.

Each local health council would be provided a minimum but
equ�l funding base that contemplates a minimum staffing level;
perhaps an executive director, two planners, and a secretary to
sup1fort the activities of the council.
CO�ENTS

This act sets forth a framework that emphasizes the advocacy
of �reventive health care, health care cost containment, and
loc 1 health planning; eliminates the regulatory authority of
HSAf and their functions; but maintains local participation and
inpµt into the CON decision-making process through the local
health plan.

The primary goal of the health planning act was to provide
an �mphasis to and a framework for local health planning.
App rently, however, the HSA boards due to the pressure of the
CON application workload have become reviewers and processors
of ON applications. As much as 95 percent of the time of board
mem ers is spent reviewing CON applications. The argument can
be tade that this review effort duplicates the review responsi
bil'ty of the department which makes the final determinations.
Furthermore, the HSAs are mandated the contradictory roles of
hea�th regulator and health planner decreasing their effective
ness as health advocates.

IAs of September 30, 1982, Public Law 93-641 will expire. It
is fnlikely that HSAs will be reauthorized. The American Health
Pla�ning Association has proposed to Congress a new program
whi�h is consistent with this proposed act.
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1. Bie1nial licensure; acceptable of accreditation in lieu of
licensure inspections.
2. A n$w range of fees.
3. Aut�oritY of Department to fine hospitals.
4. Re���i�n in staff privileges section to tighten current
pro�1s1ons.
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A.

B.

Hospital Licensure
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1.

Reenacts existing statute except as discussed below.

2.

Continues existing standards for staff privileges,
itemized billing, patient access to records, and
public access to inspection reports.

3.

Increases licensure fees to make program self-supporting.

4.

Amends enforcement to allow administrative fines,
injunctions, licensure revocation and suspension,
moratorium on admissions.

5.

Provides for acceptance of report of Joint Commission
on Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAH) in lieu of annual
inspection.
a.

JCAH inspection once every 3 years, full state
inspection in one off year and life safety code
inspection in other off year

b.

JCAH report accessible to the public

Health Planning and Certificate of Need
1.

Maintains a state funded program of local health
planning through Coalition for Promotion of Competition
in Health Care.

2.

Funds program through Certificate of Need (CON) fees

3.

Provides functions of local health planning coalitions
to include:
a.

Conducting CON review

b.

Developing area-wide health plans

c.

Contracting with Hospital Cost Containment Board to
conduct board's public hearings and to disseminate
board information

d.

Developing competition models

e.

Advising HRS on allocation of funds

f.
4.

Provides criteria for SHCC to designate coalition

5.

Raises thresholds of CON
a.

6.
C.

Assisting HRS in data collection

Deletes CT-scanner from CON review except when
cost reaches threshold

Adds procedural safeguards for CON review

Hospital Cost Containment Board
1.

Moves board to executive branch under the jurisdiction of
the Governor, after the election-effective date 1-15-83

2.

Maintains board as it currently exists as an independent board

3.

Maintains all current functions~, powers and duties plus:
a.

Provides for contracting with Coalition for Promotion
of Competition in Health Care

b.

Includes analysis of health insurance data

4.

Continues to assess only hospitals

5.

Includes Senator Anderson's SB 347 regarding geographic
differences

6.

Next Sunset - 1992

7.

Amendment to provide analysis of hospital-based
physician data

pc.,,8 -/ ()
395.01 395-.-8.!

Legis],ative Intent Ptt?"t'OSe.--'i'he-pttrpose
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6
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10 sttrg ±ea±-eenee?"s-.-

It is the intent of the Legislature to

11 provide for the protection of public health and safety in the
12 establishment, construction, maintenance, and operation of
13 hospitals and ambulatory surgical centers by providing for

14 licensure and for the development, establishm��t, and enforcel51 ment of minimum standards.
16
17
18

395.02 395-.-8±

Definitions.--As used in this chapter:

(1)

"Hospital" means any establishment that offers:

(a)

Services more intensive than those required for

(b)

Facilities and beds for use beyond 24 hours by ±8

191 room, board, personal services, and general nursing care; and
20

21 1 or-fflore-nonre±aeed individuals requiring diagnosis, treatment,

22 or care for illness, injury, deformity, infirmity, abnormality,
23 disease, or pregnancy, and regularly makes available at least:

24 clinical laboratory services, diagnostic x-ray services, treat25 ment facilities for surgery, or obstetrical care or other

26 definitive medical treatment of similar extent.,-and-one
27 re ±seered-nttrse-on-dttey-ae-a±!-e±ffles-.g

However, the pro-

28 visions of this chapter do not apply to any institution

29 conducted by or for the adherents of any well-recognized church
30 or religious denomination for the purpose of providing
31

1

� (Q) [p)

w
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21

facilities for the care or treatment of the sick who depend

exclusively upon prayer or spiritual means for healing in the

31 practice of the religion of such church or denomination.

4
5

6

(2)

"Department" means the Department of Health and

Rehabilitative Services.

71 firm,

-ti!t

m

"Person" means any individual, icrrdi:-v-i-dtta:1:-s,-

partnership,

81 institution,

or

91 successor thereof.

10

-f:3t ill

corporation,

joint

stock

company,

association,

and

association,
the

legal

"Governmental unit" means the state, or any

111 county, municipality, or other political subdivision or any
121

department,

13 I foregoing.
14

-t4t

16

ill

division,

board or other agency of any of the
/

nhieensing ageney n means ehe Be�oremene ef Hea!eh

151 and Rehabi!ieoeive Serviees.

"Licensed ·facility"

means

a

hospital

or

17 I ambulatory surgical center licensed in accordance with this
18 I chapter.
19

-f5t ill

"Ambulatory surgical center" means a facility

WI the primary purpose of which is to provide elective surgical
211

care, in which the patient
is admitted to and discharged from
_

22 I said facility within the same working day, and which is not -e23 I part of a hospital.

However, a facility existing for the

24 I primary purpose of performing terminations of pregnancy, an
�I office maintained by a physician for the practice of medicine,

26 I or an office maintained for the practice of dentistry shall
VI not be construed to be an ambulatory surgical center.
28

(7)

"General Hospital" means any

facility

which

29 meets the provisions of 395.02(1) and regularly makes its
1
30 facilities and services available to the general population.
31

2

"Specialty Hospital"

(8)

facility

means any

2 which meets the 12rovisi<ons of 395.02(1) and regularly makes
3 available either:

The range of medical services offered by___general

(a)

4

5 hos12itals but restricted to a defined a�gender group of the
6 population ! or
A restricted range of services appropriate to the

(b)
8 diagnosis !

care

and

trreatment

of

12atients

with

specific

9' categories of medical or P§_Ychiatr_ic_il_l,nesses or disorders.
-fGt J2.LAs

10I

t!Se d

-i-n eh±s ehapeer llcf6AH Aeered-i-eeo

urntensive Residential Treatment Programs for Children and
Adolescents" means a special!_y hospital accredited by the
Joint Commission on Acer editation of Hospitals which prev±d±ng

provides 24 hour care an a having has the primary functions of
diagnosing and treating patients to age 18 with psychiatric
disorders to restore them to an optimal level of functionin�

"Hos12ital Accreditin�anizations" means the Joint

(10)

Commission on Accreditation of Hos.l2i_t_ci_ls__ al}d the America11
Osteoeathic Association.
2,
2

"Hospital b,ed" means ri_rovision of medical and

(11)

I

nursing care to a single patient through accommodation that is
ready for immediate occupancy or is capable of being made

2 I ready for occupancy within 24 hours L and that conforms to
2 I minimum s:pace, egui:ement L and furnishings standards as specified
i in rules of the department.
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21

A license, unless sooner suspended or revoked,

shall automatically expire 2 years from date of issuance, and

shall be renewable biennially anntta:l::l:y upon application for renewal and
41 payment of that fee prescribed by 395.O4(2),if the applicant

31

51 and hospital or ambulatory surgical center facility meet the

61 requirements established under this part and rules promulgated
71 hereunder.

peyeb:l:e end e�pendab:l:e as see ette

±n S

81 395�04, end ttpen £±:l:±ng by ehe :l:±eensee, and eppl'.'eva:l: by ehe

91 :l:±eens±ng egeney, e£ en enntta:l: t'epel'.'e ttpen stteh ttn±£et'ffl deees

10 I and eenee±n±.ng �rneh ±n£et'mat±en ±n stteh £el'.'ffl as Hie :l:±eens±ng

111 egeney pl'.'eset'±bes by t'egtt:l:ae±ens�
121
131

shall be made 90 days prior to expiration on forms provided by

the de£artment.

Jfil.

New

16 I t'egtt:l:at±ens

rules

14
151

Ap.e.lication for renewal

hospitals

or

hospitals

that

are

in

substantial compliance with this ehapeel'.' part and with the

17

of

the

Bepel'.'tfflent

e£

Hea:l:t!h

and

Reheb±:l:±t!et!±ve Sel'.'v±ees department may be issued provisional
1
18 licenses7� hewevel'.', stteh � provisional licenses shall not be
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

granted for a period of more than 1 year. and shall expire

automatically at the end of its term.
f9t

ill

Each license shall be ±setted valid only for

the premises and persons and governmental units to whom it is
issued named ±n ehe app:l:±eae±en and shall not be subject to
sale, assignment or other transfer, voluntary or involuntary,

nor shall a license be valid for anLJ2.�emises other than that

for which it was orginally issued.

tl'.'ansfel'.'ab:l:e el'.' assignable

e�eept w±eh ehe wl'.'±eeen appl'.'eva± e£ the fieen sing -ageney.
f:l:0t (�)

When

a hospital or ambulatory surgical

center is sold or the ownership is transferred or assigned,

including leasing, the transferree shall make application for

5

395.03

�ie enstt�e

Licensure:

issuance, renewalr denial1

21 and revocation.--

At:ter Beeember 33:, :l:94'1-; in the ease e,£ a
Ql_
41 hesp±ta3:, and after c"fanttary 3:, 3:9=?-8, ±n the ease e£ an

3

51 a1t1bt13:atery sttrg±ea3: eenter
61 aeting

seve�a3:3:y

er

E2 per son or governmental unit

;e±nt3:y

w±th

71 gevernmenta3: ttn±t shall establish,

any

ethet'

persen

er

conduct, or maintain a

Bl hospital or ambulatory surgical center in this state without
91 first obtaining a license under this 3:aw.
10

395.3:'13:

�

8se-e,£-term-llhe,spita3: ll -e�-llambtt3:atery-stt�giea3:

111 eenterll-p�ehib±tee.--

fil

(

It shall be unlawful for any persen

12 1 persens,-asse e±ae±ens,-e e-partne�ships,-eerperat±en,-e�-±nse±et1e±ens

13 I

t.o use or advertise to the public in any way or by any medium

141 whatsoever their

facility

as a "hospital" or "ambulatory

151 surgical center " unless such facility shall have first secured
161 a license under the provisions of this ehapter �-

Nothing

17 I in this chapter shall apply to veterinary hospitals or to
181 commercial business establishments using the word "hospital"
191 or "ambulatory surgical center" as a part of a trade name;
201 provided no treatment of human beings is done or performed on

211 the premises of such establishments.

22

ill

No specialty hospital shall provide any service

23

or regularly serve any population group beyond those services

24

or groups specified in the hospital's license.

25

395.05--fssttane e-ane-renewa3:-e£-3:±eense.-Jil

26

Upon receipt of an application for license and

VI the license fee, the 3:±eens±ng ageney department shall is,ue a
�I license if the applicant and hospital or ambulatory surgical
�I center facilit±esy have received all approvals required by law
30 I
31

and meet the requirements established under this 3:aw _p_art and

I rules promulgated hereunder.

'-f

a new license to the department at least 60 days prior to the

2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14

date of the sale, transfer, or assignment.
(9)@,,�

�"----:.>

(lOJ____'!'_h� _de_p_artment shall issue a license which

specifies the number of hospital beds on the face of the

license.

(11)

A licensed facility shall not continuously

oEerate a number of hospital beds greater than the number

indicated by the department on the face of the license.

Any hospital that is in operation at the time of passage of
this bill shall be given a reasonable time� not to exceed

1 year from the date of passage, within which to comply with

this Erovision.

Intensive residential treatment programs for

(12)

15 I children and adolescents which have · received accreditation
16 from the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals and
17 which meet the minimum standards developed by rule of the
18 department

for

such

programs,

may

19 department under this ehep�e� part.
20

(ll)

be

licensed

by

the

Licenses shall be posted in a conspicuous place

21lon the licensed premises.

22
23

Jill

395 .• e6--Befd::e3::-e�-�e'1'eee�iel"!-ef-3::ieel"!se.--

The 3::teel"!Stl"!g egeney department is authorized to

24ldeny, modify, suspend, or revoke a license in any case in

25 I which it finds that there has been a substantial failure to
26lcomply with the requirements established under this 3::ew part
27,and rules promulgated hereunder.
28
29

30
31

'7

395.04

Application for license, disposition of fees;

21 expenses.-(1)

3

An application for a license or renewal thereof

41 shall be made to the :l:ieensing-ageney department upon forms
51 provided by it and shall contain such information as the
61 :l:ieens±ng-ageney department reasonably requires, which may
71 include affirmative evidence of ability to comply with stteh
81 reasenae:l:e-standards-and-rt1:l:es-and-regt1:l:atiens-as-are-:l:awft1:l::l:y
91 preserieed--herettnder.applicable laws and rules.
(2)

10

Each application for a general hospital,

111 specialty hospital, or ambulatory surgical center license, or
12 1 renewal thereof, shall be accompanied by a license fee, in
131 accordance with the following schedule:
(a)

14

The anntta± biennial license and license renewal fee

151 required of a hespita±-er-amett±atery-sttrgiea±-eenter facility
161 licensed by this ehapter part shall be established by rule at th
. ll J
17 I rate of $,:!: {per hospital bed; except that the (

;J,' YV

18lminimum license fee hereunder shall be $35-/.and the
19 I max±mtun

fee

$>!66

total

fees

collected

from

all

licensed

WI facilities shall not exceed the cost of properly carrying out
21 I the provision of this part.
22

(b)

Such fees shall be payable to the Bepartment e£

DI Health and Rehab±l±tat±ve Serv±ees department to be deposited

�I

Ui with the State �reasttrer ±nte the Genera± Reventte Fttnrl in the
U

27
28,

Hospital Licensure Trust Fund for the sole purpose of carrying
out the provisions of this part.
·Ht

.
Re hab·,·
1::c:1:tat:1:ve

�. prev±s±ens

30
31

�he expenses e£ the -Bepertment e£ Hea:l:th and
e£

Serv±ees
this

inettrred

ehapter

apprepr±ated £er that pttrpese.

shall

in
be

earrying
paid

ettt

£rem

the

meneys

�he Bepertment e£ Health and

Rehab±l±tet±ve Serv±ees sha:l:l ±ne:l:ttde a stt£f±e±ent amettnt ±n
its

ieg±siat±ve

bttdget reqttest te preperiy earry ettt the

prev±s±ens e£ this ehapter.

1

:395.-0',J
2
3.
4

395.05
(1)

Rules and enforcement. --

The :l:4:eens4:ng ageney department shall adopt
,
amend, promulgate, and enforce rules 4:n aeeer
danee w4:th the

prev4:s4:ens e£ ehapeer :l:.!0 w4:eh resr,eet te a:l::l:
hesp4:ta:l:s er
5 ambt:1:l:eeery st1rg4:ee:l: eenee
rs, er d4:££erent tyr,es e£ hesp±te:l:s
6 er e111bt1:l:eeery st1rg±
ee:l: eenters; ee be :1:4:eensed heret1nder:- to
implement the provisions of this chapte which
shall include,
�
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

but not be limited to, reasonable and fair minim
um standards

for insurin� that:
(a)

Sufficient numbers and qualified types of

personnel and occupational disciplines are on duty and
available at all times to provide necessary and adequate
patient care and safety;
(b)

Infection control, housekeeping, sanitary

conditions, disaster plan, and medical record procedures that
will adequately protect patient care and safety are estab
lished and implemented;

(c) �Ccmstruction, maintenance, repair, life safety,

and renovation of licensed facilities are governed by the
most recently adopted nationally recognized life safety code,
except as may be specifically modified by rule;
(d).

Licensed faci�lities .are established, organized,

and operated consistent with established standards and rules.
(2)

Separate standards may be provided for general

�I and specialty hospitals.
261

1�t--�fle-l±eens±ng-ageney-sfla:l:l-r,femt1lgaee-ana-aaepe

271 ±n±t±a:l:-rt1:l:es-w±efl-fespeee-ee-ambt1:l:aeefy-st1fg±eal-eeneefs-ne
281 :l:eter-than-8etober-:l:,-:l:9'r7.
29
30
31

'l'

(3)

The l±eens±ng egeney department shall promulgate

2 rules with respect to the care. and treatment of clients in
3 �eAH AeeREBz�EB iintensive Rresidential �treatment Pprograms

4 for €children and Aadolescents and for the safe and healthful

5 development, operation1and maintenance of such programs.
6
J1l_ Hewe�e�, ±e ±s tlnde�seeea ehae nNo rule shall be
71 promulgated hereunder by the H:eens±ng egeney department which
81 would have the effect of denying a license to a hospital,
91 ambulatory surgical center, or other institution required to
101 be licensed hereunder solely by reason of the school or system
11

of practice employed or permitted to be employed by physicians

12 therein,

provided,

such school

or system of practice is

13

recognized by the laws of this state; nothing in the preceding

14

part of this sentence shall be construed to limit the powers

15

of the 3::±eens±ng ageney department to provide and require

16

17

minimum standards for the maintenance and operation of those
hospitals or ambulatory surgical centers, and the treatment of

18 patienti in those hospitals or ambulatory surgical centers,

19

which receive federal aid, to meet minimum standards related

20 to· such matters in said hospitals or ambulatory surgical
21

22
23
24
25

centers which may now or hereafter be required by appropriate
federal officers or agencies in pursuance of federal law or
promulgated in pursuance of federal law.

395Te8--E££ee�±•e�daee-e£-regttfae±ensT--

ill

Any hes�±�a3:: licensed facility which is in

26 operation at the time of promulgation of any applicable
27 rules,-er-regtt3::ae±ens-er-m±n±mttm-seandards under this eha��er
28 part shall be given a reasonable time, under the particular
29 circumstances not to exceed 1 year from the date of such
30 promulgation, within which to comply with such rules. and
31 regtt3::ae±ens-and-m±n±mtlm-seandardsT
9

39S.�l--E££eeeive-aaee-e£-fttles.--Al'ty-afflettlaeefy

21 sttfgieal-eeAeef-waiea-is-iA-epe�aeieA-ae-ehe-eiffle-e£-p�efflttl3I gaeieA-e£-aAy-applieaele-fttles-ttAaef-ehis-eaapeef-shall-ee

4\ giveA-a-�easeAable-eiffle-ttAaef-ehe-pa�eiettlaf-eifettfflseaAees7
51 Aee-ee-eMeeee-l-yeaf-£feffl-ehe-aaee-e£-stteh-pfefflttlgaeieA

61 wiehiA-whieh-ee-eefflply-wieh-stteh-fttles.
71

39S.69--:!:l'tSf'eeeiel'tS-al'te-eel'tSl:i3:eaeiel'tS-:---

91

(1)

8I

395.06

Licensure insEection.--

The 3:ieel'tsil'tg-agel'tey department shall make or

10\ cause to be made such inspections and investigations as it

111 deems necessary.
121

{2]

The department shall accept in lieu of its own

131 periodic inspections for licensure the survey or inspection
141 of hospital accrediting organizations.

The department may

15\ conduct complaint investigations and sample validation

16\ inspections to evaluate the inspection process of hospital
17
18

1

accrediting organizations.

The department may conduct a

life safety inspection in calendar years when a hospital

19

accrediting organization survey is not conducted and a full

21

accrediting organization survey has not been conducted within

20
22

23

state inspection including life safety when a hospital
the previous 24 months.

24
25
26
27

28
29

30

31

10 (a)

(3) Each facility licensed under this part shall pay

2 to the department at th�_time of inspection the following
3 fees:

(a) Inspection for licensure - a fee which is not

4

5 less than $X.XX per hospital bed nor more than $XX.XX per
6 hospital bed except that the minimum fee shall be $XXX.XX per
7 facility.

81

(b) Inspection for life safety only - a fee which is

9lnot less than $.XX per hospital bed nor more than $X.XX per

lOlhospital bed except that the minimum fee shall be $XX.XX per
lllfacility.
12

(4) The fees for fiscal year 1982-83 shall be the

13lminimum fees prescribed in subsection (2) and shall remain in
14leffect until the effective date of a fee schedule promulgated
15lby rule by the department pursuant to this part.
16

(5) The department shall coordinate all periodic

17 inspections for licensure made by the department to insure

18 that they minimize the cost to the facility and the disruption
19 of services.
20

395.07 Construction inspections, plan submission and

21 approval, and fees.
1
22

(1) The de.eartment shall make or cause to be made

23 such construction inspections and investigations as it deems
,
24 necessary.
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

lO(b)

The l±eens±ng ageney

2 department may prescribe by regtllae±ons rule that any licensee

3 or applicant desiring to make specified types of alterations
4 or additions to its facilities or to construct new facilities

5 shall, before commencing such alteration, addition, or new
6 construction, submit plans and specifications therefor to the
7 l±ee!'iS±l'l g ageney department for preliminary inspection and

8 approval or recommendation with respect to compliance with the

9 regtl!ae±ons

rules

and

standards herein authorized.

The

10 l±eens±ng ageney department shall approve or disapprove the

11 plans and specifications within 60 days after receipt of the
1
The
12 plans review fee payment as required in subsection (2).
131 l±eens±ng

ageney

department

may

141 extension for the review period,
151 department so approves.

be

granted

one

15-day

if the secretary of the

If the l±eens±ng ageney Q££artment

161 fails to act within the specified time, it shall be deemed to
171 have

approved

18 I l±eens±ng

the

ageney

plans

and

de_p_artment

specifications.
disapproves

When

plans

the

and

19 specifications, it shall set forth in writing the reasons for
20 said disapproval.

Necessary conferences and consultations may

21 be provided as necessary.

22

(2)

The ±±eens±ng ageney department is authorized to

23 charge a fee, not to exceed one-half of 1 percent of the

24 estimated construction cost or the actual cost of review,

25 whichever is less, for services rendered in conducting the

26 review of plans and specifications for each new_project, in an

27 amount sufficient to cover the cost of purchasing necessary
28

29

30

31

II

architectural

and

engineering

2 1 requirements of this section.
3 initial

submission

of

services

to

meet

the

Fee payment shall accompany the

final

pians

and

specifications.

4 Notwithstanding any other provisions of law to the contrary,

5 all money received by the ±teenstng ageney department pursuant

6 to the provisions of this section shall be deemed to be trust
7 funds,

to be held and applied solely for the operations

Bl required under this section.

When the ±ieens±ng ageney department determines that a

9 I { 3)

10\ county or municipality is qualified to inspect and review

11 \ plans and specifications, the ±±eens±ng ageney department may
121 delegate to that county or municipality the authority to

131 review and approve plans and specificiations, based upon the

state�ide s·tandards of- the H,eensiflg-ctgel'tey department. The time limits for
15 \ approval or disapproval of plans and specifications by the
16\ ±teens±ng

ageney

department

established in subsection

17 shall apply to the county or municipality.

(1)

When such county

18 or municipal approval is used in lieu of ±±eens±ng ageney
19 department approval, the fee charged by the ±±eens±ng ageney
20 department for such services shall be waived.
21 \ 395.-±:z!

395. 08
{l)

221

Inspection reports.

Each hesp±�a± licensed facility shall maintain as

231 public information, available upon request, records of all

U inspection repor�pertaining to that facility that have been
I
25 filed with, or issued by, any governmental agency. -Cop-tt2-o-f
26
27

28

l�

h-r e � ts-£ h *l

a-ft-5

-ye,e,t"S �

{2)

-ee-- r e-&ain-ee ic-ft

s-a-,i d -i: e c-&e da- f e£

floe

t

.;Le 5-6

the---e-ate � re�s a�ileG--.,1,nd �ue4,.

Any records, reports, or documents which by state

29 or federal law or regulation are deemed confidential shall not
1
30 be distributed or made available for purposes of compliance

31 with this section unless or until such confidential status
expires.

,�

(3)

Every hesr,±tai: licensed facility shall,

upon

21 request, provide to any person who has completed a written

31 application with an intent to be admitted to, or provide to

41 any patient of, such hospital, or to any relative, spouse, or

5 guardian of such person, a copy of the last inspection report
1
6 pertaining to the hesr,H:ai: licensed facility as provided in

subsection (1) above and issued by the department, provided

8 the person requesting such report agrees to pay a reasonable

9 charge to cover copying costs.
10 I 395.045 39 5. 09
Minimum standards for c 1 inical laboratory

111 test results and diagnostic X-ray results.
12

Each hesr,ita!

(1)

er embtii:atery stirgieei eenter

13 I i:ieensed tinder this ehar,ter and eaeh nt:1rs±ng heHle :1:±eensed

141 tinder €her,ter 400 licensed facility,

as a requirement for

16 standards £er aeeer,tenee

e£

15 I issuance or renewal of its license, shall eetebiish 111in±mt:1H1
e£

resti!ts

�uire that all

17 clinical laboratory tests performed et:1tside ef the hesr,ite:1: 7
18 ambt:1:l:atery st:1rgieai: eenter, er nttrsing heme.
19 licensed

20 !ieenst:1re

facility, St:1eh
e£

the

be

min±mt:1H1

performed

stenderds

by

a

QY or for the

shei:i:

clinical

reqttire

laboratory

21 licensed under the provisions of Chapter 483. er adherenee te,

22 stendards and r,reeedt:1res eeH1parebie te i±eenst:1re reqt:1ireH1ents

n

whieh

asst:1re

the

qt:10:l:ity

and

aeet:1raey

e£

the

eiiniea!

25

Rehabilitative Serviees end whieh are st:1bjeet to the apprevai:

24 i:aberatery test as determined by the Bepertment 0£ Heeith end
26
27

e£ the hesr,itai med±eai ste££ and the beerd e£ trt:1stees 0£ the

hespita! and st:1eh ether stendards as are deemed neeessary by

28 the hespitei, embt:1ietery st:1rgieai eenter, er nt:1rs±ng heme.
\
�
30

31

/3

(2)

Each

hesp±tal

er

ambt:tletery

st:trg±eel

eenter

21 l±eensed t:rnder th±s ehepter end eeeh nt:trs±ng heme l±eensed

31 ttnder 8hapter 499 licensed facility,

as a requirement for

51 standards for acceptance of results

of

41 issuance or renewal of its license, shall establish minimum
diagnostic )(-rays

6\ performed et:tts±de ef the hesp±ttil, ambt:t:l:atery st:trg±eel eenter,-

7 er nt:trs±ng heme by or for the licensed facility. Such minimum
1
8 standards shall require licensure or registration of the

91 source or ionizing radiation under the provision of Chapter
B±agnest±e )(-ray

10 I 290.

rest:t:l:ts

wh±eh

meet

the

m±n±mt:tm

111 sttindards sha:l:l be aeeepted ±n :1:±et:t ef ret:tt±ne e�em±net±ens

12 \ reqt:t±red t:tpen adm±ss±en and d±egnest±e �-rays wh±eh may be

13\ erdered by a phys±e±an £er pat±ents e£ the hesp±ta:i;-ambt:t:1:atery

14 I st:trg±ea:I: eenter,- er l'lt:tl'.'s±ng heme.

151 .11.L

Results of clinical laboratory tests and diagnostic x-

16 rays performed prior to admission which meet the minimum
1
17
·
standards required by law shall be accepted in
18 I lieu of routine examinations required upon admission and
19 clinical laboratory tests and diagnostic x-rays which may be
20 ordered

by

21 ambt:tlatery

a

st:trg±eal

22 facility.
395.965
231
24

(1)

physician

395.10

for

£ae±l±ty

patients
er

of

nt:trs±ng

the

heme

hesp±tal ,-

1 icensed

Hospital disciplinary powers.--

The me6iea:l:-sta££ governing board of any hespita:I:

251 licensed facility, after considering the medical staff's

261 recommendations L is authorized to suspend, deny, revoke, or cur�ail
27
28

�

the staff privileges of any staff member for good cause, which
shall include, but not be limited to:

w

31

I'-!

2

(a)

Incompetence.

( b)

Negligence.
Being found an habitual user of intoxicants or

(c)

4 drugs to the extent that the physician is deemed dangerous to
5 himself or others.
6
8

(d )

Being found liable by a court of competent

jurisdiction for medical malpractice.
{e)

Mental

or

2hysical

im2airment

which

may

9 adversely affect 2atient care.
10 However, the procedures for such actions shall comply with the
11 standards outlined by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of
12 Hospitals, the American Osteorathic Association and the
1
13 fr±fleip¼es-e£-fart±e±pat±efl-±n-the-Federa¼-Hea¼th-�flstlraflee
14 Pregram-£er-the-Aged Medicare/Medicaid 6onditions of

I

15 Participation.
16

(2)

There shall be no liability on the part of, and

no cause of action of any nature shall arise against, any
hospital, its governing body and governing body members, hospita 1
medical staff, or hospital disciplinary body or its agents or
2

employees for any

/2 action taken in good faith and without malice in carrying out
2 the provisions of this section.
2:

(3)

The Eroceedings and records of committees and

2 , governing: bodies as they relate to im2roving the guality and
2 , cost of care in a licensed facility 1 wherever such 2roceedings
2, , and records may be located in the hos2ital 1 shall not be subject
2 'to discovery or introduction into evidence in any civil action
2:l against a licensed facility committee member, or governing
2 I body member arising out of matters that are the subject of
3 l evaluation and review by such committee and qoverninq body,
31
15

and no person who was in attendance at a meeting of such
2 committee or governing: body shall be permitted or required to
3 testify in any sucn civil action as to any evidence.or other
4 matters Eroduced or Eresented during the Eroceedin9s of such
5 committee or governing body or as to any findings, recommenda6 tions, evaluations, OEinions l or other actions of such committee
7 or any members thereof, or such governing body or any members
8 thereof.
9

The Eroceedings and records of committees and

(4 )

10 governing bodies described above shall not under any circum11 stances be subject to inseection under the erovisions of
12 Chaeter 119; nor shall meetings held eursuant to achieving the
13 objectives of such committees and governing bodies be oeen to
14 the eublic under the erovisions of Chapter 286.
15 395'.-8653

395.11

Hse efi l'lesJ:=>±�o� ond s�o££ Staff membershie

--

16 and erofessional erivileges.
17

(1)

Any l'l�sp±�o¼ ¼±eensed tlnde� �his eho��e� licensed

18 facility in considering and acting upon applications for
staff

19 membership or professional clinical privileges shall not deny
20 the application of

a qualified doctor of medicine licensed

21 under chapter 458,
doctor of osteopathy licensed under chapter

22 459, doctor of dentistry licensed under chapter
466, or doctor
23 of

podiatry

licensed

under

chapter

461

for

such

staff

24

membership

25

scope of his respective licensure solely because the applicant

or professional clinical privileges

26 is licensed
under any of said chapters.

27

28
29
30
3

16

within

the

(2)

When a licensed facility reguires, as a 12recon-

2

dition to obtaining staff membershie or professional clinical

3

erivileges, the comeletion of, eligibility in, or graduation

4

from any erogram or society established by or relating to the

5 American Medical Association or the Liaison Committee on Grad6

uate Medical Education, the licensed facility shall also make
available such membershiE or erivileges to physicians who have

8

attained comeletion of, eligibility in, or graduation from, any

9

eguivalent erogram.
-tiH

10

ill

Nothing herein shall restrict in any way the

11

authority of the governing board ef-the-ffleB±ea:l:-sta£f of the

12

hesi;,±ta:I: licensed facility

13

board's recommendations, to review for approval or disapproval

14

all applications for appointment and annual reappointment to

15

all categories of staff and make recommendations on each to the

16

governing authority, including delineation of privileges to be

17

granted in each case.

18

delineation of privileges, each applicant shall be considered

19

on an individual basis pursuant to criteria ai;,i;,:l:±ee-e�tta:1::1:y-te

20

a:1::1:-ethe�-a±se±i;,:l:±fles for doctors licensed under Chaeters 458,

21

459 ! 460 ! and 461.

22>

erivileges or erofessional clinical erivileges shall be

2

determined by the aeelicant's background, exeerience, training 1

24

and demonstrated comeetency; the aeelicant's adherence to

2

aeelicable erofessional ethics; the aeelicant's reeutation; and

26

the aeelicant's ability to work with others.

2

ill W±th±n

of

eve�y

oody

2

standards

after considering the medical

In making such recommendations and in

The aeelicant's eligibility for staff

-{3t

2

l

Tl

g

each licensed facility

t

:1:89 days a£te� atl:l:y :I:, :1:9�9

hesi;,±ta:I:

by

t:

3:

3

licensed facility and its medical staff in cons

d

3

acting upon appl1ca

1

privileges.

and

procedures

to

be

applied

p

p

These standards and procedures shall be available

for public inspection.

/1

ensed

2 facility that denies staff membership or erofessional clinical
3 erivileges to any apelicant specified in subsection (1) sh,al..!...t

4 within 30 days of such reguest, provide the applicant with the

5 reasons for such denial in writin�.

6
.Cc.

(6)

The deeartment may impose an administrative fine

7 against any hoseital in violation of this section in the a1mount

8 of $500 for each day the violation occurs, not to exceed a
9 total fine of $10,000.

10

(7)

Each eractitioner granted clinical erivileges in

11 the hoseital shall maintain in force erofessional liability
12 coverage in such manner and amounts as may be determined by

13 the governing board.
14

(8)

A licensed facility shall not be held vicariously

15 liable for nonsalaried eractitioners granted clinical eriv
vileqes
395.12

16 395.-866

17

Prohibition

of

interference

18

with

ealth

tion-

19

dalin

20

ician

21 licensed under chapter 458 or chapter 459 and requested by a

22 patient, unless the substance as prescribed or administered by
n the physician is found to be harmful by the State Boards of

2 4 Medical Examiners and Osteooathic Medical Examiners in a
1
25 hearing conducted under the provisions of the Administrative
26 I Procedure Act,
27 health

facility

3 physician

chapter

solely

shall

120.

remove

because

29 administered amygdalin

Furthermore, no hospital or
the

said

(laetrile)

30 conditions set forth in this act.
31

/'l

staff

privileges

physician
to

a

of

prescribed

patient

under

a

or

the

395-.06=i1

395.13

Prohibition

of

interference

with

2

prescription of demethyl sulfoxide

4

ielationship by restricting or forbidding the use of dimethyl

(DMSO) . --No hospital or

3 health facility shall interfere with the physician-patient
(DMSO)

when

prescribed

5

sulfoxide

6

physician licensed under chapter

or

458

administered
or chapter

459

by

a

or a

podiatrist licensed under chapter 461 and requested by a

8 patient.

Furthermore, no hospital or health facility shall

91 remove the staff privileges of a physician or podiatrist

lOI solely because said physician or podiatrist prescribed or
lll administered dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to a patient.
121 395-.:l:05

395.14

Hesp±to:l:

Rtl:l:es

eChiropractor

hospital

131 diagnostic reports.--Each

access

to

shall

141 set standards and procedures which provide for reasonable
15' access by licensed chiropractors to the reports of diagnostic

16 x-rays and laboratory tests of institutions licensed pursuant
17 to this ehoptel" part,

subject to the same standards and

18 procedures as other licensed physicians.

However, nothing

19 contained in the provisions of this section shall require a

20llicensed facility to grant staff privileges to a chiropractor.
21
22

n

3957:l:3--Aflfttle:l:-fepefe-ef-l±eens±ftg-ageney7-�he-:l:±eefts±ftg-ageney-sha:l:l-pfepafe-aftd-ptibl±s�-afl-aflfitial

25
26

Fbpeft-e£-±es-aee±v±e±es-aftd-epefae±eflS-tlfteef-th±s-law7
I

395-.i:0

395.15

Itemized

patient

V p�escribed by the Bepel"tfflnt
28
Set"v±ees Q.g_partment.--

form

and content

ef Hee:l:th ond Rehob±:l:±tot±ve

�
31

billL

/9

'within 7 days following discharge or releas

(1)

2lfrom confinement in a hesp±ee!-e�-ntl�s±ng-heme
3 licensed facility not operated by the state or within 7 days

4 after the earliest date at which the loss or expense from the

5 confinement or service may be determined, wh±eh in the ease ef
6 ibng-term eenf±nement may be the menth!y eherge7 the hesp±te±

71 er ntlrs±ng heme licensed facility providing the service shall

SI submit to the patient, or to his survivor or legal guardian as
91 may

be

appropriate,

an

itemized

statement

detailing

in

101 11anguage comprehensible to an ordinary layman the specific
111 nature of charges or el{penseSincurred by the patient, which in
121 the initial ·billing shall contain a statement of specific
13 I services received and expenses incurred for such iterns of
141 service, enumerating in detail the constituent components of
15 I the services received within each department of the hespH�e:I:
161 or ntlrs±ng heme licensed facility and including unit-price

17

data on rates charged by the heep±tel er ntlre±ng heme licensed

18

facility as may be prescribed by the Bepertment ef Hee:1:th end

19
20

Reheb±¼±tet±ve Serv±eee deEartment.

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

(2)

Each statement shall:

(a)

Not include charges of hospital-based

�r ntlrs±ng heme based physicians if billed separately.
(b)

Not include any generalized category of expenses

such as "other" or "miscellaneous" or the like.
(c)

List drugs by brand or generic name and shall not

refer to drug code numbers when referring to drugs of any
sort.
(d)

Specifically identify therapy treatment as to the

30
31

�o

date, type and length of treatment when therapy treatment is a

21 part of the statement.

31 The person receiving a statement pursuant to this section

41 shall be fully and accurately informed as to each charge and
51 service provided by the institution preparing the statement.

6

(3)

On a random sample basis,

as approved by the

71 department, a copy of the itemized bill will be given to the

81 patient's physician.

The random sample shall include not less

9 than 1% of itemized bills or 10 itemized bills per year,
1
10 whichever is _greater.

11 I ( 4)
121

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

On each such itemized statement there shall appear the

words "A FOR-PROFIT

(or NOT-FOR-PROFIT or PUBLIC) HOSPITAL

LICENSED BY THE STATE OF FLORIDA" or substantially similar

words sufficient to identify clearly and plainly the ownership

status of the hospital er ntlrsing heme.
(5)

In any billing for hespite3:

er ntlrsing heme

services subsequent to the initial billing for such services,

the patient or his survivor or legal guardian may elect, at
his

option, to receive a copy of the detailed statement of

specific services received and expenses incurred for each such
item of service as provided in subsection (1).

(6) No physician, dentist, hesp�tfl:1::,-e�-ntt�s�ng-heffie or licensed facility may
23
1 add to the price charged by any third party except for a
24

25

26
27
28
29

30

service

or

handling

charge

incurred as an item of

representing

expense;

a

however,

cost

actually

the physician,

dentist, or hespitfl3:, er ntlrsing heme licensed facility is

entitled to fair compensation for all professional services

rendered.

'rhe amount of the service or handling charge, if

any, shall be set forth clearly in the bill to the oatient.

31

?.. \

395.20:1:

hospital

2

395.16

operated

Patient records;
by

31 Rehab·B:itati"te Se:t'"tiees

the

form and content.--Each

Bepa�tfflent

ef

Health

and

department and the Department of

4 Corrections shall require the use of a system of problem-

5 oriented medical records for its patients, which system shall
include the following elements:

6

basic client data collection;

7 a listing of the patient's problem; the initial plan with

8 diagnostic and therapeutic orders as appropriate for each

9 problem identified; and progress notes, including a discharge

10

summary.

I

The Bepa:t'tfflent ef Hea:l:th and Rehab±:1:itat±"te Se:t""tiees

11 department

shall,

by

rule,

establish

criteria

for

such

facilitate

the

121 problem-oriented medical record systems in order to insure
131 comparability

among

facilities

and

14 compilation of statewfde statistics.
395.202

15

16

17

395.17

(1)

Any

to

Patient records; copies; exarnination.-licensed hesp±ta:I: facility

shall,

upon

request, and only after discharge of the patient, furnish to

18

any person admitted therein for care and treatment or treated
thereat,

19

20

or

such

representative,

21 writing,

or

person's

anyone

guardian,

designated

curator,

by

such

personal

person

in

a true and correct copy of all patient records

22 concerning such person in the possession of the hesp±ta:I:

licensed facilitu except progress notes and consultation

23

24

report sections of a psychiatric nature concerning the care

25 and treatment performed therein by the hesp±ta:1: licensed
26 facility, provided the person requesting such records agrees
27

to pay a reasonable charge for the copying of said records,

and further shall allow examination of the original records in

28

29
30

31

I

its possession, or microfilms or other suitable reproductions

of the records, upon such reasonable terms as shall be imposed

to assure that the records shall not be damaged, destroyed, or
altered.

ta.

The provisions of this eha��e� part shall not apply to
21 any hes���a± licensed facility whose primary function is to
31 provide psychiatric care to its patients.
(3)

4

The department may examine patient records of a

51 licensed facility for the purpose of epidemiological
61 investigations provided that

unauthorized release of informa-

71 tion by agents of the department which would identify an
Blindividual patient shall constitute a misdemeanor of the second
9ldegree punishable as provided in chapter 775.082 or 775.083.
(4)

10

Patient records shall have a privileged and

11 confidential status and shall not be disclosed without the
12 consent of the person to whom it pertains, but appropriate
13 disclosure may be made without such consent to hospital
14lpersonnel for use in connection with the treatment or upon
15lthe order of a court of competent jurisdiction.
16

(5)

Patient records shall contain informa®ion than is

17 required for completion of birth, death, and stillbirth
\
18 certificates.
191 :395.±5

395 .18

20

(1) Any person establishing, conducting, managing, or

Pena±�ies

Remedies.-°

21 operating any hospital or ambulatory surgical center without a

22 license under this law shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and,

23 upon conviction, shall be fined not more than $100 for the
24 first offense and not more
25 offense,

and

each

day

than $500 for each subsequent

of

a

continuing

violation

26 conviction shall be considered a separate offense.
27
28
29
30

31

:.i.3

after

3957:l:6--in1ttneeien7-ill

2

31 other remedy,

Notwithstanding the existence or pursuit of any
the :l:ieensing e:geney department may.,.. in ehe

41 me:nnet" pt"e.,,ided by :l:e:w tlpen ehe ed.,,iee e£ ehe Bepett"efllene e£

51 Eiege::I: A££e:±t"s wh±eh sha:1::1: t"ept"esene ehe depe:t"emene ±n ehe

61 pt"eeeed±ngs7 maintain an action in the name of the state for

71 injunction or other process to enforce the provisions of this
81 part and rules promulgated hereunder.

agaiRs�-aRy-�er�en-er

9 gevet"n111enea±-ttnie-ee-reserain-er-�revene-�Re-eseabl±sR111ene 7

10 eenattee7 -111anage111ene7-er-e�et"aeien-e£-e-hes�iea±-er-e111btt±aeery

11 sttrgiee±-eeneer-w±eflette-a-±±eense-ttnder-ehis-±aw7
(3)
The department may deny, revoke, or suspend a
l2
1
13 license or impose an administrative fine, not to excee� $500
per violation, per day, for the violation of any provision
14
of this part or rules promulgated hereunder. Each day of
15
violation shall constitute a separate
16
17 I violation and shall be subject to a separate fine.

All

1s1amounts collected pursuant to this section shall be deposited

191 in the Hos_eital Licensure Trust Fund.
WI amount of fine to be levied

In determinin.9. the

for a violation, the following

211factors shall be considered:

The severity of the violation,

22

@}

251 actual

or _potential

including the

n probability that death or serious harm to the health or safety
l
U of any person will result or has resulted, the severity of the
harmr

and

the

extent

261 _erovisions of this measure were violated.
27

™

29

(c)

to

which

the

Actions taken by the licensee to correct the

�I violations or remedy complaints.

30

ill

Any previous violations.

The department may issue an emergency order immediately

311 suspending or revoking a license when it determines that any

condition in the facility presents a clear and present danger

�'\-

2

to public health or safety.

The department may impose an immediate moratorium

(5)

3 on elective admissions to any facility when the department
1
4 determines that any condition in the facility presents a
51 threat to public health or safety.

61 395�rT6

�rt

ill
J&

Rebates prohibited; penalties;

It is unlawful for any person to pay or receive

81 any commission, bonus, kickback, or rebate or engage in any

91 split-fee

arrangement

in

any

form

whatsoever

with

any

10· physician, surgeon, organization, agency, or person, either

11 directly or indirectly, for patients referred to a hesJ:'H:et:I: el:'
12 an ambt1½:at:el:'y

:;rneg-i:ea½: eent:er

13 J.ic�nse_g facility.
14

�i!t

15 Se!:''lfi:ees

ili

The

Bepal:'t:ment:

department

shall

½:-i:eensed

e£

Heart:h

adopt

t1ndel:' t:h-i:s ehaJ:'t:el:'
end

rules

Rehabi!it:at:ive
which

assess

16 I administrative penalties for acts prohibited ey--t1t1bseet:ien -frt-

17 I in subsection ( 6) (aj .

In the case of an entity licensed by the

181 department, such penalties may include any disciplinary action
191 available to the department under the appropriate licensing

20 laws.

In

the

case

of

an

entity

21 department, such penalties may include:

22

23

�at

�et

..L.

.2._._

not

licensed

by

the

A fine not to exceed $1,000;

If applicable, a recommendation by the department

Ml to the appropriate licensing board that disciplinary action be

25 taken.
26
27

28

29

30
31

1--6'

395.�� "'-395.19

insurance coverage.--No individual or group

2 health insurance policy providing coverage on an expense
1
3 incurred basis, nor individual or group service or indemnity
4 type contract issued by a non-profit corporation,

5

nor any

self-insured group health benefit plan or trust, of any kind

6 or description, shall be issued unless coverage provided for

7 any service PE;rformed in an ambulatory surgical center is

81 provided if such service would have been covered under the

91 terms of the policy or contract as an eligible in-patient

101 service.
111395-.¼9

395.20

Treatment of sexual assault victims.--All

12lftes���a¼s licensed facilities under this efta��e� part that pro13\vide emergency room services may arrange for: the rendering of

14 appropriate medical attention and treatment to victims of
1
15 sexual assault through:
16

(1)

Such gynecological, psychological, and medical

17 I services as are needed by the victim.

18

(2)

The

administration

of

medical

examinations,

19 tests, and. analyses required by law enforcement personnel in

W the

gathering of

21 prosecution.
22

(3)

The

evidence

training

required for investigation and
of

medical

support

personnel

23 competent to provide the medical services and trea.tment as
24 described in (1) and

(2).

25 Such nespH:1:t:l:s licensed facilities may also arrange for the
26 protection of the victim's anonymity while complying with the

27 laws of this state and the encouragement of the victim to
� notify law enforcement personnel and cooperate with them in

29 apprehending the suspect.
30
31

J.,l.

Section

3.

Section 400.425,

Florida

21 created to read:

400. 425 Itemized patient billing,

Statutes,

is

form and content,

41 and unit-price for services as prescribed by the department.-(1)

5

Within 7 days following discharge or release from

61 confinement or admittance in a nursing home, or within 7 days
71 after the earliest date at which the loss or expense from the
81 confinement or service may be determined, which in the case of
91 long-term confinement may be the monthly charge, the nursing
101 home providing the service shall submit to the patient, or to
11

I his survivor or legal guardian as may be appropriate,

an

121 itemized statement detailing in language comprehensible to an
131 ordinary layman the specific nature of charges or expenses
141 incurred by the patient, which in the initial billing shall
15

contain a statement of specific services received and expenses

16

incurred for such items of service, enumerating in detail the

17

constituent components of the services received within each

18

department of the nursing home and including unit-price data

19

on rates charged by the nursing home as may be prescribed by

20

the department.

21

(2)

22

nl

(a)

Each statement shall:
Not

include

charges

of

nursing

home-based

physicians if billed separately.

Not include any generalized category of expenses
(b)
251 such as "other" or miscellaneous" or the like.
26

(c) List drugs by brand or generic name and shall not
7
2 refer to drug code numbers when referring to drugs of any
28

29

sort.

30
31

?-7

(d)

Specifically identify therapy treatment as to the date,

21 type and length of treatment when therapy treatment is a part
31 of the statement.

41 The person receiving a statement pursuant to this section

51 shall be fully and accurately informed as to each charge and
61 service provided by the institution preparing the statement.
(3)

On a random sample basis, as approved by the

Bl department, a copy of the itemized bill will be given to the
91 patient's physician.

101

The random sample shall include not less

than 1% of itemized bills or 10 itemized bills per year,

11 I whichever is greater.
12\
13 I
14/

(4)

On each such itemized statement there shall appear the

words "A FOR-PROFIT (or NOT-FOR-PROFIT or PUBLIC) NURSING HOME

LICENSED

BY

THE S'rATE OF FLORIDA" or substantially similar

15/ words sufficient to identify clearly and plainly the ownership
16/ status of the nursing home.
17

18

(5)

In any billing for services subsequent to the

initial billing for such services, the patient or his survivor

19 or legal guardian may elect, at his option, to receive a copy

20 of the detailed statement of specific services received and
211

expenses incurred for each such item of service as provided in

221 subsection

(6)

23
24
25
26

(1).

No physician, dentist, or nursing home may add to

the price charged by any third party except for a service or

handling charge representing a cost actually incurred as an

item of expense; however, the physician, dentist, or nursing

21 I home is entitled to fair compensation for all professional
28 1

services rendered.

The amount of the service or handling

29 charge, if any, shall be set forth clearly in the bill to the
30 patient.
31

l.t

Section 4.
2 created to read:

400.4251.

3

Section 400.4251, Florida Statutes, is
Minimum standards for clinical laboratory

4 test results and diagnostic X-ray results.-(1)

51

Each nursing home, as a requirement for issuance

61 or renewal of its license, shall require that all clinical
71 laboratory tests performed by or for the nursing home, shall

81 be performed by a clinical laboratory licensed under the
91 provisions of chapter 483.

Results of clinical laboratory

101 tests performed prior to admission which meet the minimum
11 standards shall be accepted in lieu of routine examinations
12 required upon admission and clinical laboratory tests which
13 may be ordered by a physician for patients of the nursing
14 home.
15

(2)

Each nursing home, as a requirement for issuance

16 or renewal of its license, shall establish minimum standards
17

for acceptance or results of dia�nostic X-rays performed by or

18 for the nursing home.

Such minimum standards shall require

19 licensure or registration of the source of ionizing radiation

20 under the provisions of chapter 290.

Diagnostic X-ray results

21 which meet the minimum standards shall be accepted in lieu of
22 routine examinations required upon admission and diagnostic X
23 rays which may be ordered by a physician for patients of the
24 nursing home.
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

1'�
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1

A bill to be entitled

l:btc

2

An act relating to hospitals and ambulatory

3

surgical centers; creating part I of chapter

4

395, Florida Statute�, consisting of ss.

5

395.001 through 395.020, Florida Statutes;

6

providing legislative intent; P('�ding

1.5

7

definitions; requiring licen�and providing
·,/
procedures with respect to\i�tiance, renewal,

1. 6

8

�

10

denial, and revocation :!!Jr-:fcense; providing
fees; providing for d�sition of fees;

11

providing for promu��ion of rules and for

12

enforcement ther�allowing 1 year for

13

compliance with�les; providing for

14

inspections and investigations by the

15

Department of Health and Rehabilitative

9

��

16

Services; providing for acceptance of certain

17

surveys or inspections in lieu thereof;

18

providing inspection fees; providing for

19

inspection reports and providing for the

20

furnishing of same to certain persons upon

21

request; establishing minimum standards for

22

cli�ical laboratory test results and diagnostic

23

x-ray results; providing disciplinary powers of

24

licensed fa�ilities; protecting from liability

25

and from discovery or introduction into

26

evidence in any civil action certain

27

activities, proceedings, and records of a

28

licensed facility and persons associated

29

therewith; specifying criteria wi--th respect to

30

staff membership and professional privileges;

31

prohibiting interference with the prescription
1
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

of laetrile or DMSO; providing for access of

chiropractors to diagnostic reports; requiring

1.17

and content thereof; providing for form and

1.18

that copies of patient records shall be

1.19

exceptions; providing for confidentiality of

1.20

itemized patient bills and providing for form

content of hospital patient records; providing
furnished upon request, with certain

records; declaring operation of a hospital or

ambulatory surgical center without a license a

1.21

11

misdemeanor and providing a penalty and other

1.22

13

unlawful and providing penalties therefor;

1.23

15

treatment of sexual assault victims; creating

1.24

17

itemized patient billing and providing for form

1. 25

12

14

16

remedies therefor; declaring certain activities
requiring insurance coverage; providing for
s. 400.425, Florida Statutes, requiring

18

and content thereof with respect to nursing

20

providing minimum standards for clinical

1.26

22

results with respect to nursing homes;

1.27

24

to the requirement that hospitals and

1.28

26

and repeal in accordance with the Regulatory

1.29

19
21

23
25
27

28

homes; creating s. 400.4251, Florida Statutes,
laboratory test results and diagnostic x-ray
repealing s. 382.31, Florida Statutes, relating
almshouses keep records; providing for review
Sunset Act; providing an effective date.

291 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the £tate of Florida:
30

31
2
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l

Section l.

Part I of chapter 395, Florida Statutes,

l:t

21 consisting of sections 395.001-395.020, Florida Statutes, is

3·1 created to read:

4

395.001

1.32

Legislative intent.--It is the intent of the

11.33

SI Legislature to provide for the protection of public health and

61 safety in the establishment, construction, maintenance, and

11.34

81 providing for licensure of same and for the development,

1.35

71 operation of hospitals and ambulatory surgical centers by

91 establishment,

and enforcement of minimum standards with

1.36

Definitions.--As used in this chapter:

n.37

10

respect thereto.

12

(1)

11

13

395.002
(a)

"Hospital" means any establishment that:

11.38

Offers services more intensive than those required 11:t

141 for room, board, personal services, and general nursing care,

U.40

161 individuals requiring diagnosis, treatment, or care for

U.42

151 and offers facilities and beds for use beyond 24 hours by

171 illness, injury, deformity, infirmity, abnormality, disease,
181 or pregnancy; and
191

(b)

Regularly makes available at least clinical

201 laboratory services, diagnostic x-ray services, and treatment

211 facilities for surgery, obstetrical care, or other definitive

. 43

:t

.44

221 medical treatment of similar extent.

.46

241 How�ver, the provisions of this chapter shall not apply to any

:j

23

251 institution conducted by or for the adherents of any well-

261 recognized church or religious denomination for the purpose of
271 providing facilities for the care or treatment of the sick who

.47

. 48

281 depend exclusively upon prayer or spiritual means for healing

. 49

301 denomination.

.50

291 in the practice of the religion of such church or
31

3
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(2)

"Department" means the Department of Health and

(3)

"Person" means any individual, firm, partnership,

2

Rehabilitative Services.

41

corporation, company, association, institution, or joint stock

1
3

51 association, and any legal successor thereof.
6

(4)

"Governmental unit" means the state, or any

1. 50

I 1.51
1.52

1.53

1.54

1.54

71

county, municipality, or other political subdivision, or any

I 1.55

9I

foregoing.

I 1.56

81

101

department, division, board, or other agency of any of the
(5)

"Licensed facility" means a hospital or ambulatory I 1.56

(6)

"Ambulatory surgical center" means a facility the

11 I surgical center licensed in accordance with this chapter.

12

13 I

primary purpose of which is to provide elective surgical care,

I 1.57

1.58

14

in which the patient is admitted to and discharged from said

1.59

16

a hospital.

1.61

15

facility within the same working day, and which is not part of
However, a facility existing for the primary

17

purpose of performing terminations of pregnancy, an office

1. 62

19

office maintained for the practice of dentistry shall not be

1. 63

18

20

21

22

maintained by a physician for the practice of medicine, or an

construed to be an ambulatory surgical center.
(7)

"General hospital" means any facility which meets

the provi�ions of subsection (1) and which regularly makes its

1.64

1.64

1.65

23

facilities and services available to the general population.

1.66

25

meets the provisions of subsection (1), and which regularly

1.67

24

(8)

"Speci�lty hospital" means any facility which

26 I

makes available either:

28

hospitals, but restricted to a defined age or gender group of

27
29

30

31

(a)

The range of medical services offered by general

the population; or

4
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1.66

1.68
1.69

190-173-12-1
(b)

1I

A restricted range of services appropriate to the

l:t

2

diagnosis, care, and treatment of patients with specific

1. 70

3

categories of medical or psychiatric illnesses or disorders.

1. 71

(9)

4

"Intensive residential treatment programs for

l:t

5

children and adolescents" means a specialty hospital

6

accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of

7

Hospitals which provides 24-hour care and which has the

1. 74

8

primary functions of diagnosis and treatment of patients under

1. 75

9

the age of 18 having psychiatric disorders in order to restore

10

them to an optimal level of functioning.
(10)

11

"Accrediting organizations" means the Joint

12

Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals, the American

13

Osteopathic Association, and the Accreditation Association for

14

Ambulatory Health Care, Inc.
(11)

15
16

"Hospital bed" means provision of medical and

1. 73

1. 76

l:t
1. 77
.78

.79

nursing care to a single patient through accommodation which

17 is ready for immediate occupancy, or is capable of being made

.80

18 ready for occupancy within 24 hours, excluding provision of

.81

19 staffing, and which conforms to minimum space, equipment, and
20 furnishings standards as specified by rule of the department.
(12)

21 I

"Life safety" means the control and prevention of

.82
.83

221 fire and other life-threatening conditions in buildings for
23 I the preservation of human life and the preservation of

.84

24 I property.

395.003

251

Licensure; issuance, renewal, denial, and

26 I revocation. -(1)

27

:s
.l

No person or governmental unit shall establish,

281 conduct, or maintain a hospital or ambulatory surgical center

:t
•2

29 in this state without first obtaining a �icense under this
.3

30 part.
31
5
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1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

11

12
13

14

(2)

It shall be unlawful for any person to use or

l:t

advertise to the public, in any way or by any medium

2.4

center" unless such facility shall have first secured a

2.6

whatsoever, a facility as a "hospital" or "ambulatory surgical
license under the provisions of this part.

Nothing in this

part shall apply to veterinary hospitals or to commercial

2.7

business establishments using the word "hospital" or

2.8

provided that no treatment of human beings is performed on the

2.9

"ambulatory surgical center" as a part of a trade name,

premises of such establishments.
(3)

No specialty hospital shall provide any service or

regularly serve any population group beyond those services or
groups specified in the hospital's license.
(4)

2.10
l:t

2 .11

2.12

Upon receipt of an application for license and the 11:t

1 51 license fee, the department shall issue a license if the

2.13

161 applicant and hospital or ambulatory surgical center facility

2.14

181 requirements established under this part and in rules

2 .15

1 71 have received all approvals required by law and meet the
191 promulgated hereunder.
20

(5)

A license, unless sooner suspended or revoked,

211 shall automatically expire 2 years from date of issuance, and

2.16

221 shall be renewable biennially upon application for renewal and 12.17
231 payment of the fee prescribed by s. 395.004(2), provided that
24 I the applicant and hospital or ambulatory surg_ical center

12.19

251 facility meet the �equirements established under this part and 12.20
261 rules promulgated hereunder.

Application for renewal of

271 license shall be mcrde 90-days prior to expiration of license,
281 on forms provided by the department.

29

(6)

New hospitals or hospitals that are in substantial

2.21
2.22

�l:t

30 compliance with this part and with the rules of the department 12.23
1
31 may be issued provisional licenses. A provisional license
l�-24
6
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1 shall be granted for a period of no more than 1 year and shall
1
2 expire automatically at the end of its term.
31

(7)

Each license shall be valid only for the persons

41 and governmental units to whom it is issued and shall not be

SI subject to sale, assignment, or other transfer, voluntary or

61 involuntary, nor shall a license be valid for any premises

71

other than that for which it was originally issued.

2.25
2.26

.27
.28

An application for a new license is required when

.29

101 licensed facility has been transferred or assigned and when a

.30

a

(8)

91 a majority of the ownership or controlling interest of a

111 lessee agrees to undertake or provide services to the extent

121 that legal liability for operation of the facility rests with
131 the lessee.

The application for new license reflecting such

141 change shall be made at least 60 days prior to the date of the
151 sale, transfer, assignment, or lease.
161

(9)

The department may, at the request of a licensee,

171 issue a single license to a licensee for facilities located on
181 separate premises.

Such a license shall specifically state

201 separate premises.

When a licensee requests a single license,

.31
.32
.33

. 34

.35

191 the facilities, services, and licensed beds available on each

.36

211 the licensee shall designate which facility or office shall be

.38

221 responsible for receipt of information, payment of fees,

231 service of process, and all other activities necessary for the
241 department to carry out the provisions of this part.
25

(10)

The department shall issue a license which

26 specifies the number of hospital beds on the face of the
1
27 license.
28

(11)

A licensed facility shall not continuously

291 operate a number of hospital beds greater than the number

30 indicated by the department on the face of the license. Any
1
31 hospital that is in operation on the effective date of this
7
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.37

.40
.41
.42

:t

.43

.44

190-173-12-1

act shall be given a reasonable time, not to exceed 1 year

2

from the date of passage, within which to comply with this

3

provision.

5\

children and adolescents which have received accreditation

4

(12)

Intensive residential treatment programs for

6\

from the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals, and

SI

department for such programs, may be licensed by the

7\

which meet the minimum standards developed by rule of the

9\

department under this part.

10\

(13)

11 \

12
1
13

16 \

revoke:

18

1
19

WI

the department is authorized to deny, modify, suspend, or

(b)

2.53
2.54
2.54

2.56

expenses. --

26

That part of a license which is limited to a

2.52

building, or portion thereof, or service, within a given

(c)

24

25

A license;

2.51

2.55

premises.

1

2.50

separate premises, as designated on the license; or

21
1
22
23

2.49

2.51

substantial failure to comply with the requirements

(a)

2.48

Where the department finds that there has been a

established under this part or in rules promulgated hereunder,

17 \

2.47

2.50

14\

15\

2.46

Licenses shall be posted in a conspicuous place

on the licensed premises.
(14)

2.45

Licensure approval limited to a facility,

395.004
(1)

Application for license, disposition of fees;

An application for a license or renewal thereof

shall be made to the department, upon forms provided by it,

2.55

2.57
2.58
2.58
2.59

27

and shall contain such information as the department

29

ability to comply with applicable laws and rules.

2.61

31

specialty hospital license, or ambulatory surgical center

2.63

28

30

reasonably requires, which may include affirmative evidence of
(2)

Each application for a general hospital license,
8
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1

2

3
4

license, or renewal thereof, shall be accompanied by a license
fee, in accordance with the following schedule:

.65

required of a facility licensed under this part shall be

.66

(a)

The biennial license and license renewal fee

SI established by rule at the rate of not less than $9.50 per

61 hospital bed, nor more than $15 per hospital bed, except that
7

the minimum license fee hereunder shall be $475 and the total

g

the cost of properly carrying out the provisions of this part.

8
10

fees collected from all licensed facilities shall not exceed
(b)

Such fees shall be payable to the department, to

11 be deposited in the Hospital Licensure Trust Fund for the sole
1
12 purpose of carrying out the provisions of this part.
131
14

395.005
(1)

Rules and enforcement.--

The department shall adopt, amend, promulgate, and

151 enforce rules to implement the provisions of this part, which
16 shall include, but not be limited to, reasonable and fair
1
17 minimum standards for insuring that:
18

(a)

Sufficient numbers and qualified types of

191 personnel and occupational disciplines are on duty and

201 available at all times to provide necessary and adequate
2llpatient care and safety;
221

(b)

Infection control, housekeeping, sanitary

231 con�itions, disaster plan, and medical record procedures that
24lwill adequately protect patient care and safety are
2Slestablished and implemented;
26

(c)

Construction, maintenance, repair, life safety,

271 and renovation of l1censed facilities are governed by the most
281 recently adopted, nationally recognized life-safety code,
291except as may be specifically modified by rule; and
30
31

9
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.67

.68

.69

.70
:t

. 71
. 72
:s

.73

.74
.75
.76
. 77

.78

.79
:t

.80

.81

190-173-12-1
11

(d)

Licensed facilities are established, organized,

31

(2)

Separate standards may be provided for general and 11:t

5

(3)

No general hospital licensed under this part, and

21 and operated consistent with established standards and rules.

12.82

12.83

41 specialty hospitals and ambulatory surgical centers.

61 no specialty hospital with an emergency room, shall deny any
71 person treatment for any emergency medical condition which

81 will deteriorate from a failure to provide such treatment.
91 hospital or its employees, or any physician or dentist,

A

�.84
.1

.2

.3

101 responding to an apparent need for emergency treatment

.4

121 action arising out of a refusal to render emergency tieatment

.5

141 condition of the person and in determining the appropriateness

.6

111 pursuant to this section shall not be held liable in any

131 or care if reasonable care is exercised in determining the

151 of the facilities and the qualifications and availability of
161 personnel to render such treatment.
171

(4)

The department shall promulgate rules with respect

18 to the care and treatment of clients in intensive residential
1
19 treatment programs for children and adolescents and with

201 respect to the safe and healthful development, operation, and
211 maintenance of such programs.
221

(5)

No rule shall be promulgated hereunder by the

231 dep�rtment which would have the effect of denying a license to
241 a hospital, ambulatory surgical center, or other institution

.7

:t
.9

.11
.12
.13

251 required to be licensed hereunder, solely by reason of the

.14

271 employed by physicians th�rein, provided that such school or

.15

291 However, nothing in this subsect1on shall be construed to

.17

261 school or system of practice employed or permitted to be

281 system of practice is recognized by the laws of this state.
301 limit the powers of the department to provide and require

3llminimum standards for the maintenance and operation of, and
10
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.16

.18
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for the treatment of patients in, those hospitals or

1

3.19

ambulatory surgical centers which receive federal aid, in

2

3.20

order to meet minimum standards related to such matters in

3.22
,
said hospitals or ambulatory surgical centers which may now or 3.23

3

4

hereafter be required by appropriate federal officers or

5

agencies in pursuance of federal law or promulgated in

6
7

pursuance of federal law.

3.25

time of promulgation of any applicable rules under this part

3.26

circumstances, but not to exceed 1 year from the date of such

3.27

(6)

8

9

13.24

Any licensed facility which is in operation at the

shall be given a reasonable time, under the particular

10

11

promulgation, within which to comply with such rules.

12

395.006

13

(1)

14

Licensure inspection.--

The department shall make or cause to be made such

15

inspections and investigations as it deems necessary.

17

periodic inspections for licensure, the survey or inspection

(2)(a)

16

The department shall accept, in lieu of its own

of accrediting organizations, provided that the accreditation

18

191 of the licensed facility is not provisional, and provided that
201 the licensed facility authorizes release of, and the
211 department receives the report of, the accrediting
221 organization.

Reports of accrediting organizations received

231 by the department in lieu of a licensed facility's periodic
241 inspection for licensure shall not be released publicly in

l:t

3.28
3.29
l:t

3.30

3.31
3.32
3.33
3.35

3.36

251 such a manner as tQ disclose the identity of individuals or

3.37

271 facility or in a proceeding involving the question of

3.38

261 licensed facilities, except as permitted by the licensed
28

29

1

licensure.
(b)

The department may conduct complaint

301 investigations and sample validation inspections to evaluate

311 the inspection process of hospital accrediting organizations.

11
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3.40

.41
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11 The department may conduct a life-safety inspection in

13.42

21 calendar years when a hospital accrediting organization survey 13.43
31 is not conducted and may conduct a full state inspection,
41 including life safety, when a hospital accrediting

3.44

SI organization survey has not been conducted within the previous
3.45

61 24 months.
7

(3)

Each facility licensed under this part shall pay

81 to the department, at the time of inspection, the following

l:t
3.47

91 fees:
10

(a)

Inspection for licensure.--A fee shall be paid

l:t

11 1 which is not less than $8 per hospital bed, nor more than $12

3.48

121 per hospital bed, except that the minimum fee shall be $400

13.49

131 per facility.
14

(b)

Inspection for life safety only.--A fee shall be

.50

151 paid which is not less than 75 cents per hospital bed, nor
161 more than $1.50 per hospital bed, except that the minimum fee

.51

171 shall be $40 per facility.
18

(4)

The fees for fiscal year 1982-83 shall be the

.53

191 minimum fees prescribed in subsection (3) and such fees shall
201 remain in effect until the effective date of a fee schedule

.54

211 promulgated by rule by the department pursuant to this part.

.55

22

(5)

The department shall coordinate all periodic

:t

231 insp�ctions for licensure made by the department to insure

.56

241 that they minimize the cost to the facility and the disruption

.57

251 of services.
26

395.007

Construction inspections; plan submission and

271 approval; fees.-28

(1)

:s

.58

The department shall make, or cause to be made,

291 such construction inspections and investigations as it deems

:t
.59

The department may prescribe by rule that any

.60

311 licensee or applicant desiring to make specified types of

-· 61

301 necessary.

12
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1

alterations or additions to its facilities or to construct new

21 facilities shall, before commencing such alteration, addition,

3.62

41 to the department for preliminary inspection and approval or

3.64

61 standards herein authorized.

3.66

31 or new construction, submit plans and specifications therefor

5

recommendation with respect to compliance with the rules and

The department shall approve or

71 disapprove the plans and specifications within 60 days after
81 receipt of the plans review fee payment as required in
91 subsection (2).

The department may be granted one 15-day

3.67

3.68

1 1 extension for the review period, if the secretary of the
0
111 department so approves. If the department fails to act within 13.70
121 the specified time, it shall be deemed to have approved the
131 plans and specifications.

When the department disapproves

141 plans and specifications, it shall set forth in writing the
151 reasons for said disapproval.

Necessary conferences and

161 consultations may be provided as necessary.

3.72
3.75

(2) The department is authorized to charge a fee, not
171
181 to exceed 1 percent of the estimated construction cost or the

3.76

rendered in conducting the review of plans and specifications

,3.78

19

actual cost of review, whichever is less, for services

21

for each new project, in an amount sufficient to cover the

20

22

cost of necessary architectural and engineering services to

24

accompany the initial submission of final plans and

23

meet the requirements of this section.

251 specifications.

Fee payment shall

No�withstanding any other provisions of law

261 to the contrary, all moneys received by the department

271 pursuant to the provisions of this section shall be deemed to

281 be trust funds, to be held and applied solely for the
291 operations required under this section.

(3) When the department determines that a county or
0
311 municipality is qualified to inspect and review plans and

3

13
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3.77
.79
.80
.81
.82

.83

.84
.1

190-173-12-1
11 specifications, the department may delegate to that county or

2 municipality the authority to review and approve plans and
1
3 specifications, based upon the statewide standards of the

4.2

SI plans and specifications by the department established in

4.5

41 department.

The time limits for approval or disapproval of

61 subsection (1) shall apply to the county or municipality.
7

a

g

10

111

When such county or municipal approval is authorized in lieu

of departmental approval, the fee charged by the department

for such services shall be waived.
395.008
(1)

Inspection reports.--

Each licensed facility shall maintain as public

4.4

4.6

4.7

.8

121 information, available upon request, records of all inspection

.9

141 with, or issued by, any governmental agency.

.11

131 reports pertaining to that facility which have been filed

Copies of such

15I reports shall be retained in said records for not less than 5
161 years from the date the reports are filed and issued.

.12

181 or federal law or regulation, are deemed confidential shall

.13

171

(2)

Any records, reports, or documents which, by state

191 not be distributed or made available for purposes of

201 compliance with this section unless or until such confidential

21 I status expires.
221

(3)

Every licensed facility shall, upon request of any

:t

.14

:t

231 per�on who has completed a written application with intent to

.16

251 is a patient of sue� facility, or upon request of any

.17

24lbe admitted to such facility, upon request of any person who
261 relative, spouse, or guardian of any such person, furnish to

271 the requester a copy of the last inspection report issued by

.18

281 the department pertaining to the licensed facility, as

.19

30 requesting such report agrees to pay a reasonable charge to

. 20

29 provided in subsection (1), provided that the person
31 cover copying costs.

14
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395.009

31

(1)

Minimum standards for clinical laboratory test 14.21

21 results and diagnostic x-ray results.--

Each licensed facility, as a requirement for

41 issuance or renewal of its license, shall require that all

SI clinical laboratory tests performed by or for the licensed

61 facility shall be performed by a clinical laboratory licensed
7

1
8

under the provisions of chapter 483.
(2)

Each licensed facility, as a requirement for

9 issuance or renewal of its license, shall establish minimum
1
10 standards for acceptance of results of diagnostic x-rays
111 performed by or for the licensed facility.

Such minimum

121 standards shall require licensure or registration of the

131 source of ionizing radiation under the provisions of chapter
14 290.
1
15

(3)

Results of clinical laboratory tests and

161 diagnostic x-rays performed prior to admission which meet the

171 minimum standards required by law shall be accepted in lieu of
181 routine examinations required upon admission and clinical

191 laboratory tests and diagnostic x-rays which may be ordered by
201 a physician for patients of the licensed facility.
211

395.010

4.23

4.24
l:t

.26

.28
.29
:t

.30
.31

.32

.33
:s

The governing board of any licensed facility,

.34

241 authorized to suspend, deny, revoke, or curtail the staff

. 35

221

(1)

Licensed facilities; disciplinary powers.--

4.22

231 after considering the medical staff's recommendations, is

251 privileges of any staff member for good cause, which shall
26 include, but not be limited to:
1
27
(a) Incompetence.281

291

(b)
(c)

Negligence.

Being found a habitual user of intoxicants or

30 drugs to the extent that the staff member is deemed dangerous
l
31 to himself or others.
15
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11

(d)

Being found liable by a court of competent

31

(e)

Mental or physical impairment which may adversely

21 jurisdiction for medical malpractice.

4

1

affect patient care.

I l:t

14.40
I l:t

1 4.41

1:j
1
71 standards outlined by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of 4.43

61 However, the procedures for such actions shall comply with the
81 Hospitals, the American Osteopathic Association, the

91

Accreditation Association for Ambulatory Health Care, Inc.,

4.44

101

and the Medicare/Medicaid Conditions of Participation.

12

cause of action of any nature shall arise against, any

4.46

14

members, medical staff, or disciplinary body, or its agents or

4.47

11

13

15
16

17
18

(2)

There shall be no liability on the part of, and no 1 1:t

licensed facility, its governing body and governing body

employees, for any action taken in good faith and without
malice in carrying out the provisions of this section.
(3)

The proceedings and records, including incident

4.51

facility, shall not be subject to discovery or introduction

221 into evidence in any civil action against a licensed facility,
23 I committee member, or governing body member arising out of

241 matters that are the subject to evaluation and review by such

27
28

committee and governing body, and no person who was in

attendance at a meeting of such committee or governing body

shall be permitted or required to testify in any such civil

4.53
4.54
4.55
4.56

action as to any evidence or other matters produced or

4.57

governing body or as to any findings, recommendations,

4.58

29

presented during the proceedings of such committee or

31

evaluations, opinions, or other actions of such committee or

30

l:t

such proceedings and records may be located in the licensed

21

26

4.49

4.50

improving the quality of care in a licensed facility, wherever

25

4.48

reports, of committees and governing bodies as they relate to

19

20

4.45

16
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11 any members thereof, or such governing body or any members
2

31

thereof.

(4)

The proceedings and records of committees and

41 governing bodies described above shall not under any

1 4.60

11:t

14.62

SI circumstances be subject to inspection under the provisions of 14.63

61 chapter 119; nor shall meetings held pursuant to achieving the 14.64
71 objectives of such committees and governing bodies be open to
SI the public under the provisions of chapter 286.

91

395.011

101 privileges.-111

(1)

Staff membership and professional

14.65
11:s

Any licensed facility, in considering and acting

121 upon applications for staff membership or professional

131 clinical privileges, shall not deny the application of a

141 qualified doctor of medicine licensed under chapter 458, a

151 doctor of osteopathy licensed under chapter 459, a doctor of

161 dentistry licensed under chapter 466, or a doctor of podiatry

�.66
U:t

�.68
�.69

�.70

171 licensed under chapter 461 for such staff membership or

.71

191 respective licensure solely because the applicant is licensed

.72

181 professional clinical privileges within the scope of his
201 under any of said chapters.

.73

221 precondition to obtaining staff membership or professional

.74

241 graduation from any program or society established by or

.75

211

(2)

When a licensed facility requires, as a

23 I cli�ical privileges, the completion of, eligibility in, or

251 relating to the American Medical Association or the Liaison

261 Committee on Graduate Medical Education, the licensed facility

:t

.76

271 shall also make ava1lable- such membership or privileges to

. 77

291 graduation from any equivalent program established by or

.78

281 physicians who have attained completion of, eligibility in, or
30 relating to the American Osteopathic Association.
1
31
17
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1

(3)

Nothing herein shall restrict in any way the

l:t

21 authority of the licensed facility to review for approval or

4.80

31 disapproval all applications for appointment and annual

4.81

41 reappointment to all categories of staff and to make
SI recommendations on each to the governing authority, including

4.82

61 delineation of privileges to be granted in each case.

4.84

In

71 making such recommendations and in delineation of privileges,
Bl each applicant shall be considered on an individual basis

5.1

91 pursuant to criteria for doctors licensed under chapters 458,
101 459, 461, and 466.

The applicant's eligibility for staff or

111 professional clinical privileges shall be determined by the

5.3
5.4

121 applicant's background, experience, health, training, and
131 demonstrated competency; the applicant's adherence to

.5

141 applicable professional ethics; the applicant's reputation;
151 and the applicant's ability to work with others; and such

.6

161 other elements as may be determined by the governing board,

.7

171 consistent with this part.
18

(4)

The governing body of each licensed facility shall

.8

1 91 set standards and procedures to be applied by the licensed
201 facility and its medical staff in considering and acting upon

.9

211 applications for staff membership or professional privileges.
221 These standards and procedures shall be available for public

.10

23 I ins�ection.

24

(5)

Upon written request of the applicant, any

.11

251 licensed facility that denies staff membership or professional
261 clinical privileges to any applicant specified in subsection

.12

271 (1) shall, within 3◊ days-of such request, provide the

.13

281 applicant with the reasons for such denial in writing.

29

(6)

Nothing herein shall be construed by the

.14

301 department as requiring an applicant for a certificate of need
311 to establish proof of discrimination in the granting of or
18
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190-173-12-l
11 denial of hospital staff membership or professional clinical

21 privileges as a precondition to obtaining such certificate of
31 need under the provisions of s. 381.494(2).
(7)

41

A licensed facility shall not be held vicariously

15.17
15.18

SI liable for nonsalaried practitioners granted clinical

61 privileges.

395.012

71

Prohibition of interference with prescription

81 of amygdalin (laetrile).--No hospital or health facility shall
91 interfere with the physician-patient relationship by

101 restricting or forbidding the use of amygdalin (laetrile),

111 when prescribed or administered by a physician licensed under

121 chapter 458 or chapter 459 and requested by a patient, unless

131 the substance as prescribed or administered by the physician

141 is found to be harmful by the State Boards of Medical

151 Examiners and Osteopathic Medical Examiners in a hearing

161 conducted under the provisions of the Administrative Procedure
171 Act, chapter 120.

Furthermore, no hospital or health facility

181 shall remove the staff privileges of a physician solely

191 because said physicial prescribed or administered amygdalin

201 (laetrile) to a patient under the conditions set forth in this

211 act.
22

395.013

Prohibition of interference with prescription

23 I of �imethyl sulfoxide (DMSO).--No hospital or health facility
241 shall interfere with the physician-patient relationship by

251 restricting or forbidding the use of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)
26 1 when prescribed or administered by a physician licensed under
271 chapter 458 or chapEer 459, or a podiatrist licensed under
281 chapter 461, and requested by a patient.

Furthermore, no

291 hospital or health facility shall remove the staff privileges

30 of a physician or podiatrist solely because said physician or
1
31
19
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.35

190-173-12-l
1

podiatrist prescribed or administered dimethyl sulfoxide

2

(DMSO) to a patient.

3

395.014

5.36

Access of chiropractors to diagnostic

l:s

41 reports.--Each hospital shall set standards and procedures

5.37

SI which provide for reasonable access by licensed chiropractors

5.38

6

to the reports of diagnostic x-rays and laboratory tests of

71 institutions licensed pursuant.to this part, subject to the

15.39

81 same standards and procedures as other licensed physicians.

15.40

91 However, nothing contained in the provisions of this section

15.41

101 shall require a licensed facility to grant staff privileges to 15.42
11
12

a chiropractor.
395.015

Itemized patient bill; form and content

131 prescribed by the department.-14

(1)

Within 7 days following discharge or release from

151 a licensed facility not operated by the state, or within 7

l:s
5.43
l:t
15.44

161 days after the earliest date at which the loss or expense from 15.45
171 the service may be determined, the licensed facility providing
181 the service shall submit to the patient, or to his survivor or 15.46
191 legal guardian as may be appropriate, an itemized statement

15.47

201 detailing in language comprehensible to an ordinary layman the
211 specific nature of charges or expenses incurred by the

5.48

221 patient, which in the initial billing shall contain a
231 statement of specific services received and expenses incurred

5.49

241 for such items of service, enumerating in detail the

5.50

251 constituent components of the services received within each

5.51

261 department of the licensed facility and including unit-price

5.52

271 data on rates charged by -the licensed facility, as may be
5.53

281 presc�ibed by the department.
29

(2)

Each such statement shall:

1:t

30

(a)

Not include charges of hospital-based physicians

5.54

31! if billed separately.
20
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(b)

11

Not include any generalized category of expenses

21 such as "other" or "miscellaneous" or similar categories.
(c)

3

refer to drug code numbers when referring to drugs of any

5

sort.
(d)

Specifically identify therapy treatment as to the

7

date, type, and length of treatment when therapy treatment is

8

a part of the statement.

9

pursuant to this section shall be fully and accurately

10

informed as to each charge and service provided by the

Any person receiving a statement

11 institution preparing the statement.
12

(3)

.56

List drugs by brand or generic name and shall not

4
6

.55

On a random sample basis, as approved by the

131 department, a copy of the itemized bill shall be given to the
141 patient's physician.

The random sample shall include not less

.57
.58

.59
.60
.61
:t
.62
. 63

151 than 10 itemized bills per year.
(4)

On each such itemized statement there shall appear

.64

171 the words "A FOR-PROFIT (or NOT-FOR-PROFIT or PUBLIC) HOSPITAL

.65

16 1

181 (or AMBULATORY SURGICAL CENTER) LICENSED BY THE STATE OF
191 FLORIDA" or substantially similar words sufficient to identify

.66

201 clearly and plainly the ownership status of the licensed
.67

21 I facility.

22

(5)

In any billing for services subsequent to the

:t

231 ini\ial billing for such services, the patient, or his

.68

241 survivor or legal guardian, may elect, at his option, to

.69

251 receive a copy of the detailed statement of specific services
261 received and expenses incurred for each such item of service

.70

271 as provided in subsection (1).
281

(6)

No physician, dentist, or licensed facility may

.71

291 add to the price charged by any third party except for a
301 service or handling charge representing a cost actually

.72

311 incurred as an item of expense; however, the physician,

-· 73

21
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1

dentist, or licensed facility is entitled to fair compensation

2

for all professional services rendered.

3

service or handling charge, if any, shall be set forth clearly

4

in the bill to the patient.

5

395.016

The amount of the

5.75
5.76

Patient records; form and content.--Each

l:s

6

hospital operated by the department or the Department of

7

Corrections shall require the use of a system of problem

8

oriented medical records for its patients, which system shall

5.78

9

include the following elements:

5.79

10

Basic client data collection;

5.77

a listing of the patient's problem; the initial plan with

111 diagnostic and therapeutic orders as appropriate for each

5.80

121 problem identified; and progress notes, including a discharge

5.81

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services 15.82

13

summary.

14

shall, by rule, establish criteria for such problem-oriented

5.83

15( medical record systems in order to insure comparability among
161 facilities and to facilitate the compilation of statewide

5.84

171 statistics.
18

395.017

Patient records; copies; examination.-

6.1

19

(1)

Any licensed facility shall, upon request, and

l:t

201 only after discharge of the patient, furnish to any person

6.3

211 admitted therein for care and treatment or treated thereat, or 16.4
221 to any such person's guardian, curator, or personal
23 I representative, or to anyone designated by such person in

6.6

24( writing, a true and correct copy of all patient records
251 concerning such person in the possession of the licensed

6.7

261 facility, except progress notes and consultation report
271 sections of a psychiatric nature concerning the care and

6.8

281 treatment performed by the licensed facility, provided that

6.9

291 the person requesting such records agrees to pay a reasonable
301 charge for the copying of said records.

The licensed facility

31( shall further allow any such person to examine the original
22
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6.12

1 records in its possession, or microfilms or other suitable
1
2 reproductions of the records, upon such reasonable terms as

6.13

31 shall be imposed to assure that the records shall not be

4
5

damaged, destroyed, or altered.
(2)

The provisions of this section shall not apply to

l:t

6.15

6 1 any licensed facility the primary function of which is to
7

provide psychiatric care to its patients.

9

licensed facility for the purpose of epidemiological

8

(3)

The department may examine patient records of a

10

investigations, provided that the unauthorized release of

12

an individual patient shall constitute a misdemeanor of the

11 information by agents of the department which would identify

6.16
16.17

13 second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s.
14 775.083.
15

(4)

Patient records shall have a privileged and

16 confidential status and shall not be disclosed without the

.18

.19
:t

.20

17 consent of the person to whom they pertain, but appropriate

.21

191 personnel for use in connection with the treatment of the

.22

211 jurisdiction, upon application therefor showing good cause.

.23

231 for �ompletion of birth, death, and stillbirth certificates.

.25

18 disclosure may be made without such consent to hospital
201 patient, or upon the order of a court of competent
221

(5)

24
1
25

395.018
(1)

Patient records shall contain information required
Remedies.--

Any person establishing, conducting, managing, or

261 operating any hospital or ambulatory surgical center without a

.24
:s

.26

271 license under this part shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and,

. 27

291 first offense and not more than $500 for each subsequent

.28

2Blupon conviction, shall be fined not more than $100 for the

301 offense, and each day of continuing violation after conviction
311 shall be considered a separate offense.
23
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(2)

1

Notwithstanding the existence or pursuit of any

6.31

21 other remedy, the department may maintain an action in the
31 name of the state for injunction or other process to enforce

6.32

41 the provisions of this part and rules promulgated hereunder.

6.33

(3)

5

The department may deny, revoke, or suspend a

l:t

61 license or impose an administrative fine, not to exceed $500

6.34

71 per violation, per day, for the violation of any provision of

6. 35

81 this part or rules promulgated hereunder.

6.36

Each day of

91 violation shall constitute a separate violation and shall be
101 subject to a separate fine.

All amounts collected pursuant to

�.38

111 this section shall be deposited in the Hospital Licensure
121 Trust Fund.
(4)

13

.39
In determining the amount of fine to be levied for

141 a violation, as provided in subsection (3), the following

:t
.40

151 factors shall be considered:
(a)

16

The severity of the violation, including the

.41

171 probability that death or serious harm to the health or safety
181 of any person will result or has resulted, the severity of the

.42

191 actual or potential harm, and the extent to which the

.43

201 provisions of this part were violated.
(b)

21

Actions taken by the licensee to correct the

.44

22I violations or to remedy complaints.
23

(c)

Any previous violations of the licensee.

.45

24

(5)

The department may issue an emergency order

:t

251 immediately suspending or revoking a license when it

.46

26 1 determines that any condition in the licensed facility
271 presents a clear and present danger to public health and

.48

281 safety.
29

(6)

The department may impose an immediate moratorium

301 on elective admissions to any licensed facility, building, or
311 portion thereof, or service, when the department determines
24
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

that any condition in the facility presents a threat to public

6.51

It is unlawful for any person to pay or receive

6.52

health or safety.
(7)(a)

any commission, bonus, kickback, or rebate or engage in any
split-fee arrangement, in any form whatsoever, with any

physician, surgeon, organization, agency, or person, either
directly or indirectly, for patients referred to a licensed

facility.

(b)

The department shall adopt rules which assess

6.53

6.54
6.55
l:t

10

administrative penalties for acts prohibited in paragraph (a).

6.56

12

penalties may include any disciplinary action available to the

6.58

14

of an entity not licensed by the department, such penalties

11
13

15

16

17
18

In the case of an entity licensed by the department, such

department under the appropriate licensing laws.
may include:
1.

2.

A fine not to exceed $1,000;

If applicable, a recommendation by the department

to the appropriate licensing board that disciplinary action be

191 taken.
20

In the case

395.019

Insurance coverage.--No individual or group

211 health insurance policy providing coverage on an expense

221 incurred basis, nor individual or group service or indemnity

231 type contract issued by a nonprofit corporation, nor any self-

241 insured group health benefit plan or trust, of any kind or

251 description, shall be issued unless coverage provided for any

6.57

6.59

6.60

6.61

6.62
l:s

16.63
16.64

16.65

16.66

26 I service performed in an ambulatory surgical center is provided 16.67

27 if such service would have been covered under the terms of the 16.68
1
28 policy or contract as an eligible inpatient service.
16.69
29

395.020

Treatment of sexual assault victims.--All

30 licensed facilities under this part which provide emergency
1
31 room services may arrange for the rendering of appropriate
25
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11

2
3

medical attention and treatment of victims of sexual assault
through:

(1)

Such gynecological, psychological, and medical

6.72

(2)

The administration of medical examinations, tests,

l:t

41 services as are needed by the victim.
SI

6. 71

6.73

61 and analyses required by law enforcement personnel in the

6.74

a

6.75

71

91

gathering of evidence required for investigation and

prosecution.
(3)

The training of medical support personnel

101 competent to provide the medical services and treatment as

11

described in subsections (1) and (2).

13

Such licensed facilities may also arrange for the protection

12

141 of the victim's anonymity while complying with the laws of
151 this state and may encourage the victim to notify law
161 enforcement personnel and to cooperate with them in

171 apprehending the suspect.
181

Section 2.

20

400.425

221

(1)

191 created to read:

Section 400.425, Florida Statutes, is

Itemized patient billing, form and content,

l:t

6.76

.77
.78

.79
.80

.81
:s

211 and unit-price for services as prescribed by the department.--

.82

23 I confinement or admittance in a nursing home, or within 7 days

.83

Within 7 days following discharge or release from

241 after the earliest date at which the loss or expense from the

251 confinement or service may be determined, which in the case of
26 long-term confinement may be the monthly charge, the nursing
1
27 home providing the service shall submit to the patient, or to
281 his survivor or legal guardian as may be appropriate, an

29 itemized statement detailing in language comprehensible to an
30 ordinary layman the specific nature of charges or expenses

31 incurred by the patient, which in the initial billing shall
26
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190-173-12-1
11 contain a statement of specific services received and expenses 17.5

21 incurred for such items of service,

3

enumerating in detail the

constitutent components of the services received within each

17.6

41 department of the nursing home and including unit-price data

7.

61 the department.

7.8

SI on rates charged by the nursing home as may be prescribed by
(2)

7
B1

(a)

Each statement shall:

7.9
7.10

10

(b)

Not include any generalized category of expenses

121

(c)

List drugs by brand or generic name and shall not

111 such as "other" or "miscellaneous" or similar categories.
131 refer to drug code numbers when referring to drugs of any
15 1

sort.

(d) · Specifically identify therapy treatment as to the

161 date, type, and length of treatment when therapy treatment is

171 a part of the statement.

The person receiving a statement

181 pursuant to this section shall be fully and accurately

191 informed as to each charge and service provided by the
201 institution preparing the statement.
21I

(3)

On a random sample basis, as approved by the

22I department, a copy of the itemized bill shall be given to the

23 I pati_ent' s physician.

The random sample shall include not less

241 than 10 itemized bills per year.
251

1 (4)

l:t

Not include charges of nursing home-based

91 physicians if billed separately.

14

7

On each such itemized statement there shall appear

26 I the words "A FOR-PROFIT -(or NOT-FOR-PROFIT or PUBLIC) NURSING
27I HOME LICENSED BY THE- STATE OF FLORIDA" or substantially

7 .11

I

.12
.15

.16
.17

.18
:t

.19
.20

.21
.22

281 simila� words sufficient to identify clearly and plainly the

.23

30

.24

29I ownership status of the nursing home.
( 5)

In any billing for services subsequent to the

31I initial billing for such services, the patient, or his
27
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1
2
3
4
5

'
·
I
surv1v9r
or 1 ega 1 guard"ian, may e 1 ect, at h"1s option,
to

receivl a copy of the detailed statement of specific services
receiv!d and expenses incurred for each such item of service

as pro�ided in subsection (1).
i ( 6)

No physician, dentist, or nursing home may add to

7.25
7.26

7.27
l:t

61 the price charged by any third party except for a service or

7.28

Bl item of expense; however, the physician, dentist, or nursing

7.29

71 handling charge representing a cost actually incurred as an
91 home is entitled to fair compensation for all professional

101 services rendered.

The amount of the service or handling

111 charge, if any, shall be set forth clearly in the bill to the
121 patient.

13

Section 3.

151

400.4251

17

(1)

141 created to read:

Section 400.4251, Florida Statutes, is

Minimum standards for clinical laboratory

7.30
7.31

7.32
1:t

r.34

161 test results and diagnostic x-ray results.--

.35

181 or renewal of its license, shall require that all clinical

.36

Each nursing home, as a requirement for issuance

:t

191 laboratory tests performed by or for the nursing home shall be

.37

21I provisions of chapter 483.

.38

201 performed by a clinical laboratory licensed under the

Results of clinical laboratory

221 tests performed prior to admission which meet the minimum

231 standards shall be accepted in lieu of routine examinations

241 required upon admission and clinical laboratory tests which

251 may be ordered by a physician for patients of the nursing
26I home.
27

(2)

Each nursing home, as a requirement for issuance

.39
. 40

.41

281 or renewal of its license, shall establish minimum standards

.42

30 I for th:e nursing home.

.43

29I for acceptance or results of diagnostic x-rays performed by or
Such minimum standards shall require

311 licensure or registration of the source of ionizing radiation
28
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190-173,.;12-l
under the provisions of chapter 290.

1

Diagnostic x-ray results 1 7.45

which meet the minimum standards shall be accepted in lieu of

2

31 routine examinations required upon admission and in lieu of

7.46
,
7.47

41 diagnostic x-rays which may be ordered by a physician for
SI patients of the nursing home.

61

Section 4.

Section 382.31, Florida Statutes, is hereby 17.48

8

Section 5.

Part I of chapter 395, Florida Statutes, is 11:t

71 repealed.

repealed on October l, 1992, and shall be reviewed by the

9

101 Legislature pursuant to s. 11.61, Florida Statutes.

11

12

1

Section 6.

17.50

7.51
1
This act shall take effect October 1, 1982. l:t
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*****************************************

l:hbs

HOUSE SUMMARY

l:hbs

Creates a new part I of chapter 395, Florida Statutes,
providing for regulation of hospitals and ambulatory
surgical centers. Generally updates, revises, and
reorganizes provisions of present part I of chapter 395.
See bill for details.

7.53
7.54

In accordance with the repeal provisions of the
Regulatory Sunset Act, effective October 1, 1982, part I
of chapter 395, consisting of sections 395.01, 395.02,
395.03, 395.04, 395.045, 395.05, 395.06, 395.065,
395.0653, 395.066, 395.067, 395.07, 395.08, 395.09,
395.105, 395.12, 395.13, 395.15, 395.16, 395.171,
395.176, 395.19, 395.20, 395.201, 395.202, 395.21, and
395.22, Florida Statutes, relating to hospital licensure
and regulation, expires pursuant to such repeal by virtue
of omission from the provisions of this act.

7.57
7.58
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31
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